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As a member of the Jehoiachin Exile (597 B.c.e.), Ezekiel’s identification with the
community of deportees is clearly apparent. The present paper suggests that Ezekiel’s sympathy with his brethren audience leads him to build a separatist ideology,
by which he constructs the Jehoiachin Exiles’ exclusiveness over the community of
Those Who Remained in the homeland prior to the destruction of Jerusalem (586
B.c.e.) and in its aftermath. I argue that Ezekiel’s position in the conflict between Exiles and Those Who Remained in Judah governs his prophecies of judgment against
Jerusalem, as much as it frames his perspectives in the prophecies of consolation kept
only for the Exiles. To substantiate this argument, the study tracks down the interpretative devices by which Ezekiel rephrases the pentateuchal concepts of land and
exile, and transforms (temporarily) the triangular relationship between God, People
and Land. These theological paths that Ezekiel had paved, indeed, constituted the
Diaspora ideology from the neo-Babylonian period and on as the national-religious
community of God.

As a prophet of God, Ezekiel was ordained to speak for Yahweh, and never
gained any official position as speaker for the Exiles.1 The present paper focuses
on Ezekiel’s message (not on his persona), arguing that through his ideology of
exile Ezekiel established the community of the Jehoiachin Exiles as the exclusive people of God. Thus in retrospect, Ezekiel should indeed be considered
both as their voice and as the constructor of a new exilic ideology.
To set the stage, two introductory comments are in order. The first concerns
the phenomenon of exile, and the second suggests the method employed in
this study.
the phenomenon of exile
As a military punishment forced upon peoples, exile designates the last step in
a war.2 Subjugating peoples and territories led the neo-Assyrian, and later on,
1 D. I. Block, Ezekiel 1–24, NICOT (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1997) 11.
2 Exile had become an international imperial policy in the neo-Assyrian period, mainly under
Tiglath-Pilesser III (745–27 B.c.e.) and his successors. B. Oded, Mass Deportations and Deportees in the Neo-Assyrian Empire (Wiesbaden : L. Reichert, 1979) 18–32, 41–74 ; F. M. Fales and J. N.
Postage, Imperial Administrative Records, Part II : Provincial and Military Administration, SAA 11
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the neo-Babylonian empires to rearrange daily life at both the center and the
periphery of their domains in diverse ways.3 In contrast to the propagandist
formulae describing victory and exile, there are reasons to believe that exiles
were always partial, dividing the subjugated peoples into exiles and those who
remained in the homeland.4
Deportations from Israel and Judah, reported in the biblical literature as
occurring in the course of the eighth to the sixth centuries B.c.e., appear to accord with this international policy and the overall experience of peoples in the
Ancient Near East (see for example 2 Kings 15–17, 24–25).5 This was certainly
the case with regard to the Babylonian deportations.6 597 B.c.e. is a landmark
in the history of Judah. In the month of Adar, the Babylonians led the first exile out of Jerusalem, the Jehoiachin exile (Babylonian Chronicle 5 : 11–13 ; 2 Kgs
24 : 8–17).7 According to the biblical sources, this event divided the Judean peo(Helsinki : Helsinki Univ. Press, 1995) xxviii–xxx, 91–119. For studies of earlier exiles, see I. J. Gelb,
“Prisoners of War in Early Mesopotamia,” JNES 32 (1973) 70–98 ; J. M. Sasson, The Military Establishments at Mari, Studia Pohl 3 (Rome : Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969) 48–49 ; S. Ahituv,
“New Documents Pertaining to Deportation as a Political System in Ancient Egypt,” Beer Sheva
1 (1973) 87–89.
3 For the neo-Assyrian two-ways exile and the organized Assyrian bureaucracy in the periphery,
see Oded, Mass Deportations, 33–40. D. S. Vanderhooft discussed the neo-Babylonian policy of
exile, highlighting differences of interests and administrative organization (The Neo-Babylonian
Empire and Babylon in the Latter Prophets, HSMM 59 [Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1999] 81–114).
4 In contrast to the “stereotyped scribal exaggeration” (Oded, Mass Deportations, 22), the partial
character of the neo-Assyrian deportations can be gathered from both literary and archaeological evidence (see for instance A. C. Piepkorn, Historical Prism Inscription of Ashurbanipal, AS 5
[1933] 70:37–38 ; and Oded, Mass Deportations, 21–25).
5 I. Eph’al, “Assyrian Dominion in Palestine,” in A. Malamat, ed., The Age of the Monarchies : Political History, in Benjamin Mazar, ed., The World History of the Jewish People (8 vols.; Tel Aviv :
Massadah, 1979) 4.I : 276–89 ; M. Cogan, “Judah under Assyrian Hegemony : A Re-examination of
Imperialism and Religion,” JBL 112 (1993) 406–8 ; N. Na’aman and R. Zadok, “Sargon II’s Deportations to Israel and Philistia (716–708 b.c.),” JCS 40 (1988) 36–46 ; P. Machinist, “Palestine, Administration of (Assyro-Babylonian),” ABD (6 vols.; Garden City : Doubleday, 1992) 5 : 69–81.
6 For studies of the Israelite and Judean existence in exile, see I. Eph’al, “‘The Samarian(s)’ in the
Assyrian Sources,” in M. Cogan and I. Eph’al, eds., Ah, Assyriah . . . Studies in Assyrian History and
Ancient Near Eastern Historiography Presented to Hayim Tadmor (Jerusalem : Magnes Press, 1992)
36–45 ; Cogan and Eph’al, “The Western Minorities in Babylonia in the 6th–5th Centuries: Maintenance and Cohesion,” Orientalia 47 (1978) 74–90 ; B. Oded, “Observations on the Israelite / Judaen
Exiles in Mesopotamia During the Eighth–Sixth Centuries BCE,” in K. Van Lerberghe and A.
Schoors, eds., Immigration and Emigration within the Ancient Near East: Festchrift E. Lipinski, OLA
65 (Leuven : Peeters, 1995) 205–12 ; R. Zadok, The Jews in Babylonia During the Chaledean and Achamenian Periods (Haifa : Univ. of Haifa, 1979) ; Zadok, The Earliest Diaspora : Israelites and Judeans in
Pre-Hellenistic Mesopotamia (Tel Aviv : Tel Aviv Univ., 2002).
7 A. K. Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles (2nd ed.; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1975,
2000) 102. B. Oded, “Judah and the Exile,” Israelite and Judean History, OTL (Philadelphia : Westminster, 1977) 469–88.
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ple into two communities, the Exiles with King Jehoiachin in Babylon on the
one hand, and “The People Who Remained in the Land” under King Zedekiah
on the other (see Crab Mirawnh Meh, Jeremiah 40 : 6). This division is our starting point.8
These historical circumstances of the last eleven years of Jerusalem and Judah (597–586 B.c.e.) challenged major institutions and established concepts
in Israel.9 The ongoing existence of the Temple, the royal court, and the daily
life in Jerusalem stood in contrast to Priestly and the Deuteronomic concepts
of exile, which do not recognize partial deportation, and follow the linear sequence of 1. iniquity, 2. destruction/death in the land, and finally 3. dispersion
of all survivors from the land of Israel to suffer further calamity (Deuteronomy 4 : 25–28 ; 8 : 19–20 ; Leviticus 18 : 24–30 ; 20 : 22–24 ; and the lists of curses in
Lev 26 : 14 ff.; Deut 28 : 15 ff.).10 For the Jehoiachin Exiles in Babylon, partial exile preceded destruction. For “the People who Remained,” the ongoing existence of Judahite Exiles as the people of God does not accord with the concept
that expulsion is a final national exclusion (as in Deut 28 : 36 ; 1 Samuel 26 : 19).
Moreover, perceived as punishment for religious and moral sins, the early and
partial exile from Judah raised questions with regard to the two communities’ responsibilities for their respective fortune, and their future existence. Finally, understood as expulsion from God’s land in retribution for violating His
covenant, this partial exile presented the fundamental questions of religiousnational identity : Should exile actually entail the exclusion of the deportees
from the people of God, and should Those Who Remained be considered the
Remnant, or vice versa ? Such questions had major implications for the two
communities’ hopes for restoration.
The following discussion aims to illuminate the viewpoints of Ezekiel and his
contemporaries on these ideological issues raised by the partial exile of 597 B.c.e.
8 Theoretically, we should see evidence of conflict between homeland and exile initially within Israel ( 733 B.c.e.) ; after 722–20 B.c.e. between Israel and Judah, etc. Remarkably, however, even the
Judean exile of 701 B.c.e., reported only in Assyrian inscriptions, does not supply explicit biblical
evidence for such a conflict. Compare S. Stohlmann, “The Judean Exile after 701 B.C.E.,” in W. W.
Hallo, J. C. Moyer and L. G. Perdue, eds., Scripture in Context II (Winnona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns,
1983) 147–76. Rather, biblical sources focus on the Babylonian exiles, and hence scholars have concentrated on the different ideological reactions in that era, that is, P. R. Ackroyd, Exile and Restoration : A Study of Hebrew Thought of the Sixth Century B.C., OTL (Philadelphia : Westminster,
1975) ; R. Klein, Israel in Exile : A Theological Interpretation, OBT (Philadelphia : Fortress, 1979).
9 The partial deportations have, furthermore, brought scholars to deny the very existence of exile
per se, compare P. R. Davies, “Exile ! What Exile ? Whose Exile ?” in L. L. Grabbe, ed., Leading Captivity Captive : ‘The Exile’ as History and Ideology, JSOTSup 278 (Sheffield : Sheffield Academic
Press, 1998) 128–38 ; and carefully reconsidered by D. L. Smith-Christopher, A Biblical Theology of
Exile, OBT (Minneapolis : Augsburg Fortress, 2002) 27–73.
10 Restoration to the land from a place of exile (as in Lev 26 : 39–45 ; Deut 4 : 29–31 and 30 : 1–10) is a
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methodological considerations
Research of the biblical literature reflecting the decline of Judah, the destruction
and the exiles, has turned to various disciplines, in addition to philological
study of the texts. Among the fairly recent and intriguing ones, are sociological, anthropological, and psychological perspectives which look at the personal
and/or the national reactions to the disastrous events.
Daniel Smith-Christopher has presented the crisis of exile as motivating the
Exiles’ social re-organization, and as the primary factor in the formation of their
national identity as a minority facing foreign groups.11 In his recent book, A Biblical Theology of Exile, Smith-Christopher has combined refugee studies and
trauma studies to illuminate the biblical literature written in the exilic arena. In
this conceptual framework, Ezekiel’s prophecies demonstrate the post-traumatic
reactions of an exile, a refugee.12
As Smith-Christopher, Kenton Sparks, and Reiner Albertz (among others)
have shown, social anthropology and social psychology research, within the
specific fields of ethnicity, group identity, as well as inter-group relations, indeed contribute to the study of different aspects of the Judahite communities’
life during the neo-Babylonian era.13 Yet, in contrast to the emphasis on intergroup relations of the Exiles as a minority among foreigners, the present study
focuses on the ideological process of self-identification within each of the two
Judahite communities, and on the inner disputes raised between them in the
second, exilic, level added to the pre-exilic concept of exile in both the Deuteronomic and the
Priestly traditions ; see commentaries.
11 D. L. Smith-Christopher, The Religion of the Landless : The Social Context of the Babylonian Exile
(Bloomington, Ind.: Meyer Stone, 1989) 49–92.
12 Smith-Christopher, A Biblical Theology of Exile. Among other treatments of Ezekiel’s personal
trauma, compare D. J. Halperin, Seeking Ezekiel : Text and Psychology (University Park : Pennsylvania State Univ. Press, 1993) ; and T. S. Kamionkowski who has pointed out a psychological crisis over genderic self-identity in Ezekiel 16 (Gender Reversal and Cosmic Chaos : A Study on the
Book of Ezekiel, JSOTSup 358 [Sheffield : Sheffield Academic Press, 2003]). Compare to C. L. Patton’s emphasis on the function of the gender metaphors (in Ezekiel 23) on the rhetoric of defeat,
arising from the prophet’s experience as a member of the Exiles’ community (“‘Should Our Sister
Be Treated Like a Whore ?’: A Response to Feminist Critiques of Ezekiel 23,” in M. S. Odell and J. T.
Strong, eds., The Book of Ezekiel : Theological and Anthropological Perspectives, SBLSymS 9 [Atlanta :
SBL, 2000] 221–38).
13 Smith-Christopher, Religion of the Landless, 56–63. Methodological comments on ethnic identity research of biblical texts were presented by M. G. Brett, “Interpreting Ethnicity,” in M. G. Brett,
ed., Ethnicity and the Bible, BibInt Series 19 (Leiden : Brill, 1996) 3–22 ; and recently K. L. Sparks,
Ethnicity and Identity in Ancient Israel : Prolegomena to the Study of Ethnic Sentiments and Their
Expressions in the Hebrew Bible (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1998) 1–22 ; see also R. Albertz,
Israel in Exile : The History and Literature of the Sixth Century BCE, trans. David Green, Studies
in Biblical Literature 3 (Atlanta : SBL, 2003) 1 : 231–42 ; 2 : 370–75.
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wake of coping with the crisis of partial exiles from Judah.14
Employing five major principles that serve in definitions of identity, I suggest
that the conflict between the Exiles and the People Who Remained rests on
self-definitions of identity adopted by each group, definitions which were initially divisive.15
1. The ethnic identities of peoples or of groups within a people are well-rooted in
their history and heritage, but tend to change under threat or distress.16 The Babylonian waves of exile were the historical events that awakened within the separate Judahite communities the vital need for self-re-identification.17
2. Ethnic identity is built by using relative categories of distinction, in which
boundaries of “otherness” are set. Jonathan Smith suggested the following definition of “otherness”:18
“Otherness”. . . is a matter of relative rather than absolute difference. Difference is not a matter of comparison between entities judged to be equivalent,
rather difference most frequently entails a hierarchy of prestige and ranking. Such distinctions are found to be drawn most sharply between “near
neighbors,” with respect to what has been termed the “proximate other.”
This is the case because “otherness” is a relativistic category inasmuch as
it is, necessarily, a term of interaction.
According to social-psychological definitions used in studies of inter-group
relations, proximity resides in geographical-physical contiguity.19 With reference to the two Judahite communities, although physically detached, their
14 My study differs from that of Smith-Christopher in three major points : 1. Smith-Christopher
chose not to challenge theology and ideology in his earlier study (Religion of the Landless, 53) ; 2.
in both works he has focused on the Exiles’ points of view ; 3. Smith-Christopher mentions the
possibility of inner-conflict between exiles and “those left in Palestine,” but he considers such conflict to belong to the restoration period (Religion of the Landless, 65).
15 Compare R. A. Markus, “The Problem of Self-Definition : From Sect to Church,” in E. P. Sanders, ed., Jewish and Christian Self-Definition (3 vols.; London : SCM, 1980) vol. 1 : The Shaping of
Christianity in the Second and Third Centuries, 1–15.
16 F. Barth, “Introduction,” in F. Barth, ed., Ethnic Groups and Boundaries : The Social Organization
of Culture Difference (Bergen-Oslo : Univ. of Bergen, 1969) 1–38, esp. 32–37 ; Sparks, Ethnicity and
Identity, 18.
17 Compare Smith-Christopher, Religion of the Landless, 49–68.
18 J. Z. Smith, “What a Difference a Difference Makes,” in J. Neusner and E. S. Frerichs, eds.,“To See
Ourselves as Others See Us”: Christians, Jews, “Others” in Late Antiquity (Chico, Cal.: Scholars Press,
1985) 3–48, citation from p. 15. Setting “ethnic boundaries” has been emphasized in social anthropology research, through the major contribution of Barth’s studies, and the collection he edited
(Ethnic Groups) ; binary division was stressed also by Brett (Interpreting Ethnicity, 10–15).
19 Compare H. Tajfel and J. Turner, “The Social Identity Theory of Intergroup Behavior,” Psychology
of Intergroup Relations (Chicago : Nelson-Hall, 1986) 7–24.
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proximity is based on their common ethnic and religious origin, and on the
ongoing contacts between them (Ezekiel 33 : 21 ; Jeremiah 28, 29 etc).20 The urgent
need to re-define their national identities sustains the relevance of the above
definition of “otherness.” Hence, attention is called here to “inner-ethnic identity,” to communal distinctions arising in the relations between homeland and
exile/diaspora within the people of Judah in the early sixth century B.c.e.
3. William S. Green says :21
A society does not simply discover its others, it fabricates them by selecting,
isolating, and emphasizing an aspect of another people’s life and making
it symbolize their difference.
In addition, Green points out the caricatural nature of definition by “otherness,”
which concentrates on the life of the collective, and stigmatizes (or stereotypes)
the group according to one major characteristic.22 Defining “us” and “them” is
thus founded on selection, isolation and emphasis of one major divisive difference. In the conflict between the Exiles and Those Who Remained, geographic
location — residence in the Land of Yahweh versus foreign lands — has come to
“symbolize the difference,” and the theological consequences of this division are
examined in relation to the concept of God-People-Land.
4. “Otherness” as a relative category often involves re-identification of all parties.
Indeed, this redefinition of identity was not restricted to the Exiles, whose interestedness seems vital. The discussion below shows that Those Who Remained
had just as much at stake as the Exiles in building an exclusive identity.
5. “Otherness” as a term of interaction leads groups to improvise strategies in
order to effect the self-affirmation and boundary building of one community
vis-a-vis the other. Two major contradictory strategies govern re-definition of
identity : assimilation and dissimilation.23 Within the framework of dissimilation
we find division (A yields B + C ) to be the primary strategy utilized by both
communities in the early sixth century B.c.e. Division results from the physi20 W. Scott Green writes : “The most critical feature of otherness thus presupposes familiarity and
reciprocity, and perhaps resemblance, between and among groups.” (“Otherness Within : Towards
a Theory of Difference in Rabbinic Judaism,” in Neusner and Frerichs, eds.,“To See Ourselves as
Others See Us,” 49–69.
21 Green, “Otherness Within,” 50.
22 On stereotyping as a result of ingroup and outgroup definitions, see W. G. Stephan and C. W. Stephan,
Intergroup Relations, Social Psychology Series (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1996) 1–33, 89–114.
23 D. L. Horowitz suggested four patterns of identity changes within groups (“Ethnic Identity,” in N.
Glazer and D. P. Moynihan, eds., Ethnicity : Theory and Experience [Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
Univ. Press, 1975] 111–40). In choosing the Assimilation strategy the group adopts either amalgamation (A + B = C) or incorporation (A + B = A) ; while a group choosing the dissimilation strategy opts for division (A yields B + C) and proliferation (A yields A + B).
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cal separation, which was forced on the people of Judah, and is articulated by
announcements of superiority that present a hierarchy of prestige and rank.24
Consequently, a binary opposition between the communities develops with
each of them de-legitimating the “other” group’s existence.
This study investigates Ezekiel’s prophecies together with or in comparison to
other literary sources of the period (Jeremiah, 2 Kings), from the perspective
of group identity, in order to concentrate on the strategies and the constructs
of division. Self-legitimation, on the one hand, and de-legitimation of the opposing group, on the other constitute the main strategies of division used to
argue for superiority and even exclusivity of one community over the other.
This strategy is employed on the axis of time, referring to the past, the present
and the future :
Past. Each community relies on past national traditions and on cherished concepts, which through inner-biblical interpretation gain new relevance. Observing the past helps, furthermore, to de-legitimate the other community.
Present. Each community identifies itself as the present people of God, and
gains the support of a prophet, a mediating person who contributes theological and ideological arguments to preserve the status of his community, and to
denigrate the other.25
Future. Legitimation and its opposite de-legitimation, have important roles in
each community’s future projections of its fate. Forecast through prophecy, either in God’s words of consolation (as well as the people’s words that refer to
God’s promises) or in prophecies of judgment, clearly differentiate between the
communities, and declare the priority of one community over against the other.
Hence, looking to the past, struggling with the present, and hoping for the
future, motivate the rhetoric of division. These constructs of division will guide
the discussion of the conflict’s specific contents in Ezekiel’s prophecies. I will
24 Smith, “A Difference,” 15 ; Green, “Otherness Within,” 49.
25 Since this study concentrates on Ezekiel, I will restrict myself to saying that Jeremiah is the
prophet who supports the ongoing existence of Those Who Remained in Judah after Jehoiachin’s
Exile. This can be gathered from Jeremiah’s biography (Jer 40 : 1–6) ; from his steady message regarding the necessity to remain in Judah under Babylonian subjugation (Jeremiah 27 ; 37–38 ; 40–
42) ; and from his concept of exile as a calamitous punishment with no return (22 : 9–10, 24–30 ;
also 29 : 4–7). However, the book of Jeremiah has gone through an exilic redaction which added
a second line of thought similar to the exilic perspective of Ezekiel (as in Jeremiah 24). For ideological similarities between Jeremiah and Those Who Remained, and for the oppositions between Jeremiah and Ezekiel, see my paper “Exiles and Those Who Remained : Strategies of Exclusiveness in the Early Sixth Century BCE,” M. Bar-Asher, et al., eds., Shay: Studies in the Bible, Its
Exegesis and language Presented to Sara Japhet (Heb.).(Jerusalem : Bialik Institute, 2006) 119–38
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first establish Ezekiel’s position as the prophet of the Jehoiachin Exiles, that is
their present support ; and then, proceed to discuss his observations of the past,
the present and the future with regard to both communities and to their status as the people of God.

Ezekiel as the Prophet of the “Jehoiachin Exiles”
Although the book of Ezekiel includes only scanty biographical details, the outstanding fact is that Ezekiel was a member of the Jehoiachin Exiles. The priest
Ezekiel son of Buzi was called to his mission while “in the community of exiles” (hlogh Kotb, Ezek 1 : 1–3) by the Chebar Canal in Babylon, in the fifth year
(592 B.c.e.) of the exile of King Jehoiachin, his court, and the Jerusalem elite
to Babylon (597 B.c.e., 2 Kgs 24 : 8–17). The Exiles (hlogh) are his people, “Go to
your people, the exile community” ( Kme inb la hlogh la ab, Ezek 3 : 11 ; as also
11 : 24, 25 ); and Ezekiel’s concept of time is directed by that event, as he counts
the years “to our exile” (ontolgl, 33 : 21 ; 40 : 1). The first plural pronoun clarifies
that he is part and parcel of that community.26
The prophet’s ideological orientation clearly favors his community. I will
demonstrate this observation throughout the study, but first let me illustrate
it by two examples.
1. Among the primary sources for studying ideological debates in the biblical literature of the sixth century B.c.e. are disputation-speeches.27 In their two-part
pattern, citation of the opponents’ position and the prophet’s counter-speech, this
prophetic genre reflects some of the internal controversies between prophets
and their contemporaries.28
Throughout the nine disputations in Ezekiel, the prophet differentiates be26 Contrary to the scholarly path which sets Ezekiel in the land of Israel, that is, C. C. Torrey (PseudoEzekiel and the Original Prophecy, and Critical Articles [New York : KTAV Publishing House, 1930.
2nd ed., 1970]) and V. Hentrich (Ezekielstudein, BZAW 61 [Giessen : Töpelmann, 1933]); and see
W. Zimmerli’s commentary for solid refutations of these arguments (Ezekiel 1 and 2, trans. J. D.
Martin, Hermeneia [Philadelphia : Fortress, 1979, 1983]). W. H. Brownlee unconvincingly tried
to set Ezekiel in Gilgal (Ezekiel 1–19, WBC 28 (Waco, Tex.: Word Books, 1986] xxiii–xxxii). He
therefore considered the disputations in Ezek 11 : 14–21 and 33 : 23–29 “the controversy over property rights which broke out among those left behind” (“The Aftermath of the Fall of Judah according to Ezekiel,” JBL 89 [1970] 393–404, citation 394–95).
27 H. Gunkel, “Einleitungen,” in D. H. Schmidt, trans., Die grossen Propheten (Göttingen : Vandenhöck & Ruprecht, 1923) xi–lxxii ; C. Westermann, Sprache und Struktur der Prophetie Deuterojesajas : Mit einer Literaturübersicht “Hauptlinien der Deuterojesaja-Forschung von 1964–1979,” zusammengestellt und kommentiert von A. Richter, Calwer Theologische Monographien 11 (Stuttgart :
Calwer, 1981) 41–51, see esp. 42–43 ; A. Graffy, A Prophet Confronts His People, AnBib 104 (Rome :
Biblical Institute Press, 1984) ; D. F. Murray, “The Rhetoric of Disputation : Re-examination of a
Prophetic Genre,” JSOT 38 (1987) 95–121.
28 Graffy, A Prophet, 105–29.
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tween quotations of “the inhabitants of Jerusalem” (Milwori ibwi, 11 : 15), or
pronouncements made “upon the soil of Israel” ( larwi tmda le, 12 : 21 ; 18 : 2),29
and the assertions of his fellow Exiles, “your fellow countrymen” ( Kme inb, 33 : 30),
or “the House of Israel” ( larwi tib, 33 : 10 ; 37 : 11).30 Categorized according to the
speakers of the quotations, the nine disputation speeches in Ezekiel fall into two
groups : Refutations of Jerusalemite quotations (11 : 1–13 ; 11 : 14–21 ; 12 : 21–25 ; 18 : 1–
20 ; 33 : 23–29); and Refutations of Exiles’ pronouncements (12 : 26–28 ; 20 : 1–38 ;
33 : 10–20 ; 37 : 1–14).31 Ezekiel presents the quotations said larwi tmda le either
as sinful speeches (11 : 3 ; 11 : 15 ; 12 : 22 ; 33 : 24), or as bitter protest (18 : 2), whereas
he quotes the Exiles using terms of embarrassment and desperation (12 : 27 ;
18 : 19 ; 18 : 25, 29 ; 20 : 32 ; 33 : 10 ; 33 : 17, 20 ; 37 : 11).32 The paramount importance of
this difference in treatment is further shown in the prophetic refutations. Ezekiel answers sinful pronouncements with prophecies of judgment, which fall
mainly upon the people remaining in Judah (as for instance, Ezek 11 : 1–13); but
he speaks with consolation to the Exiles who are in a desperate mood (as in
37 : 1–11, and also in 11 : 14–21).
This distinction reveals, firstly, Ezekiel’s inclination towards the Exiles and
against the People Who Remained. Secondly, in observing Ezekiel’s general tendencies, we can establish the existence of a lively and vital conflict between the
Judahite communities in Jerusalem and in Babylon already by the early years
of the sixth century B.c.e.33 Finally, these disputation speeches cast Ezekiel in
29 For discussion of larwi tmda le, see Graffy, A Prophet, 53.
30 The use of larwi tib to address the Exiles’ community is in itself a marker of exclusion, see P. M.
Joyce, “Dislocation and Adaptation in the Exilic Age and After,” in J. Barton and D. J. Reimer, eds.,
After the Exile : Essays in Honor of Rex Mason (Macon, Ga.: Mercer Univ. Press, 1996) 45–58, esp.
51 ; and compare to W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, trans. J. D. Martin, Hermeneia (Philadelphia : Fortress,
1983) 563–65.
31 This socio-geographic categorization differentiates Ezekiel from the other prophets who use the
disputation speech to refute their audiences. Graffy pointed out Ezekiel’s exilic orientation (A
Prophet, 123–24 etc.), but did not distinguish Ezekiel as making special ideological use of this genre.
32 The status of the quotation in 12 : 26–28 attributed to “the House of Israel” is uncertain. Graffy suggests that, in contrast to the previous passage, which referred to words spoken “in the land of Israel” (12 : 21–25), the quotation in 12 : 26 was said in “a less aggressive tone,” and thus refuted in an
encouraging way (Graffy, A Prophet, 57–58). Following Zimmerli (Ezekiel 1, 414), I understand
Ezek 20 : 32 as a desperate saying and not as a rebuke ; see D. Rom-Shiloni, “Facing Destruction
and Exile : Inner-Biblical Exegesis in Jeremiah and Ezekiel” ZAW 117 / 2 (2005) 189–205. In addition, Ezekiel refutes other sinful quotations pronounced in Jerusalem, such as 8 : 12 ; 9 : 9, but they
are not cast in the disputation pattern. Sinful sayings attributed to the Exiles are rare in Ezekiel,
and appear as the words of false prophets (13 : 6, 7).
33 The chronological headings of some of the prophecies specify the time period as extending from
the sixth year after Jehoiachin’s exile (8 : 1, 592 / 1 B.c.e.) to the fall of Jerusalem (33 : 21, 23–29, 586
B.c.e.), and probably to the following years as well (33 : 10–20 ; 37 : 1–14). Compare Ch. R. Seitz, “The
Crisis of Interpretation over the Meaning and Purpose of the Exile,” VT 35 / 1 (1985) 78–97 ; Seitz,
Theology in Conflict : Reactions to the Exile in the Book of Jeremiah, BZAW 176 (Berlin-New York :
De Gruyter, 1989) 201–2.
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an important role as he supplies present ideological support to the community
of the Jehoiachin Exiles.
2. Reference to the present leadership provide another angle through which
Ezekiel’s pro-exilic orientation is apparent. The allegory of the two eagles, the
(lofty) top of the cedar, and the vine (Ezekiel 17) denotes a clear difference between Jehoiachin, the exiled king, who is symbolized by the cedar, and thus
has royal legitimacy and respect (vv. 3b–4, 12–13), and Zedekiah, who is symbolized as the low vine. Although the latter could have achieved great political success, he failed because of his rebellion against the Babylonian king and
against God (vv. 5–8, 9–10 ; 15–21). In contrast to the total judgment projected
upon Zedekiah and the Jerusalemites (vv. 16–21), hope rests with “the lofty top
of the cedar,” who it is promised will be brought back to the land of Israel, and
be replanted and prosper as “a noble cedar” (vv. 22–24).34
This allegory, and the allegory of the lioness and her two cubs, referring to
Jehoahaz and Zedekiah (Ezek 19 : 1–14), as well as other straightforward prophecies against Zedekiah (12 : 8–16 ; 21 : 23–32), show Ezekiel’s clear support for
Jehoiachin in Exile, and his blunt condemnation of Zedekiah of Jerusalem.35
Ezekiel’s membership in the community of the Jehoiachin Exiles is, then,
not just a biographical datum reflecting his geographical setting. The prophet’s
empathy with the Exiles has brought him to more than a mere interest in their
“mental and spiritual transformation.” 36 In what follows, I want to illustrate the
proposition that as a member of the Jehoiachin Exiles, the prophet was motivated to evaluate the status of both communities as the people of God and to
supply the divisive ideological arguments for the one and against the other.37
34 M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, AB (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1983) 317–24. The “topmost bough”
of the cedar refers clearly to Jehoiachin in 17 : 3–4 as the object taken away and replanted afar (xqio
ohaibio Pjq oitoqini war ta :Crah trmc ta), but the future leader’s identity remains vague in the
phrase ina itltwo Pjqa Kr oitoqni warm ,ittno hmrh zrah trmcm ina itxqlo in v. 22. Hence,
the phrase might refer to other, later scions of the Davidic line (so Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 317).
In any case, and in contrast to Jeremiah (22 : 24–30), the future belongs to an exilic leader, a descendent of Jehoiachin.
35 Ezekiel’s attitude towards the two leaders has been interpreted as the prophet’s political point-ofview by B. Lang, Kein Aufstand in Jerusalem : Die Politik des Propheten Ezechiel (Stuttgart : Verlag
Katolisches Bibelwerk, 1978) 135–86. I suggest looking at the broader ideological context of this
contention.
36 So Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 15–17, 222.
37 With these methodological framework and goals set, the present study differs greatly from K. F.
Pohlmann’s approach to Ezekiel and to the discussed polemic (Ezechielstudien : Zur Redaktionsgeschichted des Buches und zur Frage nach den ältesten Texten, BZAW 202 [Berlin : de Gruyter,
1992] ; Pohlmann, Das Buch des Propheten Hesekiel : Kapitel 1–19, DAT 22 / 1 [Göttingen : Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1996]). From a redactional-criticism point of view, Pohlmann has argued for
multi-layers in Ezekiel ; none of them has he connected to the prophet or to the early period of
the sixth century B.c.e. (see Hesekiel, 40–41). In fact Pohlmann suggested that the “golaorien-
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Ezekiel as Constructor of Exilic Ideology
Proceeding from the explicit to the implicit cases, the discussion below is built
in three steps. First, I will present the two opposing ideologies and the dividing
arguments, which are explicitly established in two disputation-speeches, Ezek
11 : 14–21 and 33 : 23–29. Then I will argue that in 16 : 1–43 and 20 : 1–38 Ezekiel implicitly supplies different retrospective histories for each of the two communities, thus differentiating their futures, contrasting calamity with continuity.
Third, I will illustrate how Ezekiel’s attitude towards the homeland community
throughout chapters 1–24 consistently expresses his denigration of Jerusalem,
and implicitly strengthens the binary distinction he makes between these communities. In these prophecies of Judgment, the prophet (and at times his disciples) struggles with the linear sequence of iniquity-destruction-exile-restoration,
adapting it to the reality of the two separate Judahite communities.
explicit disputations
between exiles and those who remained
Two of the nine disputation speeches in Ezekiel, Ezek 11 : 14–21 and 33 : 23–29,
are critical for our discussion because they present the two sides of the argument. Ezekiel quotes the position of Those Who Remained in order to refute
it from an Exile’s point of view. Both parties use the above-mentioned strategies of division.
The disputation in 11 : 14–21 is in fact the second disputation speech in chapter
11. The chapter closes an amalgamation of prophecies in chapters 8–11 given to
the prophet “in visions of God” (Mihla toarmb, 8 : 3).38 Led through the Temple
tierte Redaktion” is a second layer in the book which reworks original pro-royal / Judahite lament passages over the 587 destruction (Ezek 19 : 1–9, 10–14 ; 23 : 31). By announcing the exclusivity of the first exile, the 597 Exiles, this redaction denigrates the population that remained in Jerusalem as doomed to annihilation (Ezek 14 : 21–23 ; 15 : 4b–8 ; 17 : 19–21, 22–23 ; 24 : 2, 21b, 25b–26 ;
33 : 21–29). A third layer in the literary evolution of the book gives presidence to several diasporic
voices, which do not present antagonistic perpectives against the population which remained in
Judah after 597 (Ezekiel 20 ; 36 : 15–28 ; 38–39). Pohlmann thus understands this whole contention
as late exilic and mainly postexilic reflections on early Jerusalemite laments. In contrast, the present study follows Greenberg’s historical point of view and largely accepts his holistic approach
to Ezekiel (Ezekiel 1–20, 12–27). I argue that the book of Ezekiel maintains an early sixth century
dichotomy brought also in Jeremiah 24, which reflects the social division as of 597 B.c.e. and on.
Furthermore, I henceforth claim that pro-597 exilic perspectives govern Ezekiel’s general attitude against Jerusalem and for the Jehoiachin Exiles throughout, not only in the few passages
suggested by Pohlmann. For further criticism on Pohlmann, see Alberts, Israel in Exile, 349–50,
especially in reference to Ezek 11 : 14–21 and 33 : 21–33, which will be discussed below.
38 The literary structure of Ezekiel 8–11 is presented in M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, AB (Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1983) 192–205.
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courts, the prophet sees Jerusalem’s abominations (chapter 8). In retaliation for
the idolatry and lawlessness (smx, v. 17 ; and 9 : 9), Ezekiel describes Jerusalem’s
punishment (chapter 9), which brings him to fling himself on his face and cry
aloud, “Ah, Lord God ! Are you going to annihilate all that is left of Israel, Pouring out Your fury upon Jerusalem ?” (tiraw lk ta hta tixwmh 'h inda hha
Milwori le Ktmx ta Kkpwb larwi, 9 : 8). God answers in the affirmative. Indeed,
the iniquity in Jerusalem brings Him to act with no pity or compassion (vv.
9–10), and so it is executed (v. 11). The two disputations of chapter 11 continue
this line of thought. The first refutes words of officials in Jerusalem (11 : 3), and
prophesies total calamity to its inhabitants (11 : 1–13). This prophecy gains additional strength with the sudden death of the official Pelatiah son of Benaiah
(hinb Nb ohijlp, v. 13).39 In a dramatic reaction, the prophet again throws himself upon his face and cries out for the second time, “Ah, Lord God ! You are
wiping out the remnant of Israel !” (tiraw ta hwe hta hlk Mihla inda hha
larwi, v. 13). The juxtaposition of the two disputations one after the other places
the second, vv. 14–21, as a reply to the prophet’s repetitive cry. Prior to the destruction, Ezekiel identifies the (new) “remnant of Israel” as the Exiles.40 Ezekiel 33 : 23–29 brings us to the months after the fall of Judah (v. 21). The inhabitants of Jerusalem are now the inhabitants of the ruins of that city (tobrxh ibwi
larwi tmda le hlah, v. 24). Both disputations reflect an acute interest in the
question of who continues to be the people of God, and their generic characteristics enable us to trace the ideological conflict.
the people who remained
The two quotations that Ezekiel refutes in these disputations share the same
final clause :
	11 : 15 hwroml Crah hntn aih onl ,'h lem oqxr
33 : 24 hwroml Crah hntn

onl ,Mibr onxnao Crah ta wriio Mhrba hih dxa

39 The name of the official ohijlp is in itself significant, as the name means “Yahweh has delivered,”
see Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 338.
40 So Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 193. The proximity of the two passages does not exclude the initial
independence of each passage (11 : 1–13, and 14–21). Yet, this proximity should also not preclude
Ezekiel from joining those units in keeping with the suggested theme. Both disputations serve
as integral components in the whole prophetic unit of 8–11, and thus are prior to the destruction
of Jerusalem. So Zimmerli who related the editorial work to either Ezekiel or his disciples (Ezekiel 1, 256, 260, 264) ; and Joyce, “Dislocation and Adaptation,” 46–50. W. Eichrodt, on the other
hand, based on Ezek 33 : 23–29 and on the consolation words in 11 : 16–21, has argued that the conflict in 11 : 14–21 is post-587 (Ezekiel, OTL [Philadelphia : Westminster, 1970] 142–43). D. I. Block
took a kind of a middle way, suggesting a pre-586 prophecy which was placed by a pro-exilic redactor, though he does not exclude the possibility that the prophet himself was responsible for
the juxtaposition (Ezekiel 1–24, 342–46).
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“The land has been given as a heritage to us” (hwroml Crah hntn [aih] onl) states
the exclusive rights of those left in Jerusalem and Judah to possess the land, in
contrast to those exiled from it. Tracing the traditional background of this argument brings us to Pentateuchal concepts of the land.
The concept that God gave the land to His people to inherit/to possess, htwrl,
is a major theme in Deuteronomy.41 Yet this phrase hwroml (Cra) Ntn in Ezek
11 : 15 and 33 : 24 most closely resembles Exodus 6 : 8.42 Exodus 6 : 2–8 builds the
bridge between the patriarchs and the Exodus generation ; the land that was
promised to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (vv. 3–4) will now be given to the Sons
of Jacob, who were saved from servitude in Egypt.43 This priestly unit emphasizes the pattern of promise and fulfillment.
Alluding to this tradition in the two quotations, the Jerusalemites give a new
interpretation to the theme of promise and fulfillment.44 They claim to hold a
divine certificate over the land, announcing (implicit in the passive Èê„í) that
God has given them the rights to the land. It is the inhabitants of Jerusalem (and
only they) who continue to fulfill that ancient promise to Abraham ; they are
the true descendents of those Sons of Jacob, the true people of God. Thus, the
inhabitants of Jerusalem rely on past traditions concerning the promise of
the Land (whether embedded in the patriarch stories and the Exodus traditions or in its amalgamated form in Exod 6 : 2–8). Based on this interpretation,
they present a theological argument of divine legitimation for their continuing existence.
The two opening clauses of the quotations each suggest a different construct
of division. The saying in Ezek 33 : 24 adds a positive argument based on past
traditions in favor of Those Who Remained ; while Ezek 11 : 15, in using the theological concept of exile, de-legitimates the existence of the Exiles.
Ezekiel 33 : 24 : “Abraham was but one man, yet he was granted possession of
41 Compare Deut 4 : 5, 14 ; 5 : 28 ; 6 : 1 ; 7 : 1 ; 11 : 31 ; 12 : 1 ; 23 : 21 ; 25 : 19 ; 28 : 21, 63 ; 30 : 16, 18 ; 32 : 47. Yet, several priestly passages use twrl as well, such as Gen 28 : 4 ; Lev 20 : 24 ; 25 : 46 ; Num 33 : 53.
42 The noun hwrom appears nine times in the Bible, once in both Exod 6 : 8 and Deut 33 : 4, and seven
times in Ezekiel. In addition to the two citations under discussion, the term occurs in prophecies
to the nations (25 : 4, 10), and in the prophecy of consolation to the mountains of Israel (36 : 2, 3, 5).
43 For the central position of Exod 6 : 2–8 in the Priestly redaction of the Pentateuch, see M. Noth,
Exodus, OTL (Philadelphia : Westminster, 1962) 56–62 ; L. Eslinger, “Knowing Yahweh ; Exod 6 : 3
in the Context of Genesis 1–Exodus 15,” in L. D. de Regt, J. de Waard and J. P. Fokkelman, eds., Literary Structure and Rhetorical Strategies in the Hebrew Bible (Assen : Van Gorcum, 1996) 188–98.
Its literary context as the introduction to the afflictions was discussed by M. Greenberg, Understanding Exodus (New York : Behrman House, 1968) 146–48.
44 The priestly unit of Exod 6 : 2–8 was probably known both to the people in Jerusalem and to Ezekiel, and not vice versa. See R. Levitt Kohn, A New Heart and a New Soul : Ezekiel, the Exile and the
Torah, JSOTSup 358 (Sheffield : Sheffield Academic Press, 2002) 38, 43–44, 66–67, 98–104 ; in contrast to J. Lust, “Exodus 6,2–8 and Ezekiel,” Studies in the Book of Exodus (Leuven : Leuven Univ.
Press, 1996) 209–24.
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the land. We are many (Mibr onxnao Crah ta wriio Mhrba hih dxa); [surely, the
land has been given as a possession to us].” To find Abraham mentioned in
the words of the inhabitants of Jerusalem is in itself quite a surprise, since outside the book of Genesis, Abraham is mentioned only rarely, and this is the only
occurrence of his name in Ezekiel.45 What is of even more interest is to trace the
exact features taken by the Jerusalemites from the Abraham stories. In this argument “from the minor to the major” (rmoxo lq) — Mibr onxnao Mhrba hih dxa —
the promise of the land is only implicitly hinted at. Weight is given to Abraham’s
actual inheritance of the land ( Crah ta wriio). The reference to Abraham’s possession of the land recalls Exod 6 : 4 and Genesis 17 : 8, but even more so Gen 15 : 7.
After the destruction of Jerusalem, God’s covenant with Abraham had gained
new relevance. By analogy, Those Who Remained counted themselves direct
descendents of Abraham, and being many, they undoubtedly have been permitted to remain in order to continue to inhabit / inherit the land.46
This line of reasoning accords with the religious-national argument of “the
merit of the forefathers” (toba tokz), which characterizes the closing clause of
this quotation as well. It commemorates the past constitutive connection between God and the patriarch Abraham. Emphasizing the ongoing genealogical
bond between Abraham and the present community in Jerusalem, Those Who
Remained claim the continuity of their own residence in and thus their rightful possession of the land. This, then, constitutes a central argument of divine
legitimation presented by Those Who Remained.
The call “Keep far from the Lord” ('h lem oqxr, Ezek 11 : 15), which according to MT is an imperative, commands the Exiles to distance/separate themselves from God.47 The use of the imperative to a community that had already
45 Other occurrences outside of Genesis : in the repeated patriarchal formula, together with Isaac
and Jacob (as in Exod 3 : 6, 15 ; 1 Kgs 18 : 36) ; Pss 47 : 10 ; 105 : 6, 42 ; and only seven times in all the
prophetic literature (Jer 33 : 26 as part of the triple patriarchal formula ; Micah 7 : 20 ; three [to four]
times in Deutero [and Trito]-Isaiah, Isa 41 : 8 ; 51 : 2 ; 63 : 16 ; and once in Isa 29 : 22).
46 Compare to Isa 51 : 1–2, where Abraham appears to be central to the Exilic community of the second half of the sixth century B.c.e. In both passages (Ezek 33 : 24 and Isa 51 : 1–2) emphasis is given
to the change in number from the individual patriarch to the multitudes of his descendents. But
in opposition to the emphasis on the inheritance of the land of Those Who Remained, DeuteroIsaiah alludes to the call, the blessing, and the progeny, the three central elements of the promises
to Abraham (Gen 12 : 2–3) as a reaffirmation to be fulfilled in the future restoration of the Exiles.
On the allusion to Gen 12 : 1–4, see J. L. McKenzie, Second Isaiah, AB (New York : Doubleday, 1968)
123, 125 ; and M. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford : Clarendon, 1985) 375.
47 Interpreting the imperative, Greenberg suggests the close connections between the cult and the
concept of the land as God’s land, as clearly appearing in Josh 22 : 24–27 (Ezekiel 1–20, 189). Compare to the BHS suggestion to read the verb in the Perfect : oqxƒ ; and so Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 229 ;
Brownlee, Ezekiel, 163 ; Joyce, “Dislocation and Adaptation,” 51 ; Block, Ezekiel 1–25, 341, 347–48.
Although the perfect form suits the causative perfect Mitqxrh in the reply (v. 16), it presents a
weaker, less polemical, statement. Commentators (such as Block, Ezekiel 1–25, 348–49) followed
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been physically distanced suggests the demand that the exiles “let go” of God
theologically and emotionally. The inhabitants of Jerusalem use the traditional
concept of exile to establish their argument. There is an analogical connection
between residence in God’s land and worship of God that contrasts with residence in foreign lands and the worship of other gods (as in Deut 4 : 25–28 ; 28 : 36,
64 ; 1 Sam 26 : 19 ; and on this basis Jer 5 : 19 ; 16 : 10–13). Being away from God’s land
means that the Deportees are out of God’s domain. This implies practical effects in worship — the Exiles should in consequence worship other gods; furthermore, according to Those Who Remained, the Exiles have been deprived of
their religious-national identity as the people of God. This argument demonstrates the use of a well-known concept of exile, in order to de-legitimate the
existence of the community of Exiles.48
To conclude, the anonymous quotations in Ezekiel suggest that Those Who
Remained constituted their national re-identification using ideological strategies of division. They applied past traditions and established concepts to their
community and thus built their present legitimate status as the people of God ;49
and they designated their exclusive status through de-legitimation of their sister community of the Jehoiachin Exiles. Although not exiled abroad, even if
temporarily estranged from its lands (Jer 42 : 12), the community of Those Who
Remained had an interest similar to that of the Exiles in re-building an exclusive identity.50 They were, furthermore, anxious to bar those who had left the
land of Judah from belonging to the people of God.
the exiles
Ezekiel’s empathy to the Exiles is clearly marked by the three terms presenting his fellow community, the Jehoiachin Exiles : “your brothers, your brothers,
men of your kindred, all of that very house of Israel” ( lko Ktlag iwna Kixa Kixa
hlk larwi tib, Ezek 11 : 14).51
The refutation in Ezek 11 : 16–21 is structured according to the two statements

48
49
50

51

this path to explain the economic interest of Those Who Remained in taking over the Exiles’
property. But, beyond its conjectural character, this suggestion reduces the importance of the
ideological arguments, which Zimmerli had already pointed (Ezekiel 1–25, 261).
D. Rom-Shiloni, “Deuteronomic Concepts of Exile Interpreted in Jeremiah and Ezekiel,” in Prof.
Shalom M. Paul Jubilee Volume (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, forthcoming).
The position of Those who Remained is further elaborated by Jeremiah (as in Jer 32 : 6–15 ; 42 : 9–
17), but this will have to await a separate discussion.
O. Lipschits, “Demographic Changes in Judah between the Seventh and the Fifth Centuries B.C.E.,”
in O. Lipschits and J. Blenkinsopp, eds., Judah and the Judeans in the Neo-Babylonian Period (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2003) 323–76.
For the MT and the Septuagint version : οἱ ἄνδρες τῆς αἰχμλωσίας σου ( Ktolg iwna), see Block,
Ezekiel 1–24, 341, 346. See also Kme inb in Ezek 3 : 11 and 33 : 30.
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of the quotation. First, Ezekiel answers the imperative “Keep far from the Lord”
('h lem oqxr, v. 15), admitting that God Himself had distanced the exiles “I have
indeed removed them far” (Mitqxrh ik, v. 16). Then, in reply to the Jerusalemites’
claim “the land has been given as a heritage to us” (hwroml Crah hntn aih onl,
v. 15), Ezekiel promises that God will give the land to the Exiles “and I will give
you the Land of Israel” ( larwi tmda ta Mkl ittno, v. 17).52 In its general content,
the refutation contradicts the implicit message of doom in the quotation with
a prophecy of consolation that defines the Exiles as the Remnant and hopes for
their restoration (vv. 17–21).
In v. 16 God declares “Indeed it was I who distanced them and dispersed them”
(tocrab Mitociph iko Miogb Mitqxrh ik). In accordance with the Deuteronomic
concept of exile, Ezekiel ascribes the deportation to God (compare Deut 28 : 36 :
“The Lord will drive you, and the king you have set over you, to a nation,” 'h Kloi
iog la Kklm tao Kta). However, in contrast to Deut 4 : 25–28 ; 28 : 36, 64, Ezekiel
redefines the relationship between God and His people in exile, and thus focuses his refutation on the divine legitimation of the Exiles’ community. Although they were exiled to foreign lands, the Exiles were not destined to serve
foreign gods, they were not expelled from the presence of God.53 On the contrary, those expelled are themselves the objects of restoration. They will be gathered from among the peoples to be given the land (v. 17). Upon return they will
purify the land from its detestable things and abominations (v. 18), and God
will transform their hearts (v. 19) in order to renew the covenant relationship
exclusively with this community of His people (v. 20). In contrast, annihilation
is going to be the fortune of those holding to abominations (v. 21).
Verse 21 poses a difficulty with regard to its implicit subject “But as for them
whose heart is set upon their detestable things and their abominations” ( lao
Klh Mbl Mhitobeoto Mhicoqw bl).54 Designating the “others” as “those holding
to” Micoqw and tobeot sets v. 21 in opposition to v. 18. Since upon return, the
Repatriates are expected to “do away” with those illegitimate cults in the land, it
seems likely that “those holding to them” (v. 21) are Those Who Remained. If so,
this prophecy marks a cultic differentiation between the Exiles (the future Repatriates) and Those Who Remained.55 This distinction is among the first signs to
52 This relationship was suggested already by Eliezer of Beaugency, Kommentar zu Ezechiel und den
XII kleinen Propheten von Eliezer aus Beaugency, hrsg. S. Poznanski (Warschau : Mekize Nirdamim, 1909) on Ezek 11 : 17. Such literal, structural, and thematic accordance between quotation
and counter-speech often appear in the disputation speeches ; see Graffy, A Prophet, 105–19.
53 So Eliezer of Beaugency, Kommentar zu Ezechiel, on Ezek 11 : 16.
54 Greenberg (Ezekiel 1–20, 191) identifies the oppositional community in Ezek 11 : 14–21 according
to the contradictory phrases itoqxb Klh (v. 20) and bl (v. 19) ; and see Eliezer of Beaugency on
Ezek 11 : 18.
55 A similar dichotomy is implicitly suggested also in Jer 29 : 16–20 in the contrast between the disobedient king and people in Jerusalem : oemw al rwa txt (v. 16–19), and the demand presented to
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a hierarchal differentiation between Exiles and Those Who Remained, in which
the latter are accused of worshipping other gods in God’s land.56
Ezekiel’s innovative perception gains further strength in the words Mhl ihao
Mw oab rwa tocrab jem wdqml (v. 16) which has garnered many interpretations. Two major paths have been taken in interpreting jem wdqml Mhl hih.
According to the first, wdqm serves in its usual meaning, “a sanctuary,” and jem,
already by the early translations (and continuously by traditional commentators), was interpreted as an adjective that signifies diminution.57 According to a
second path of interpretation, which most of the critical commentaries suggest,
wdqm is taken as a metonymy for the presence of God, and jem is interpreted
as an adverb that minimizes His presence with the Exiles.58 Although wdqm in
this metonymical sense is a hapax, Ezekiel coins this phrase to proclaim that
exile does not bring separation from God.59 God continues to be present in the
life of the Exiles, though in reduced fashion compared to His previous presence in His temple. Ezekiel advocates here that in exilic circumstances God has
a dynamic presence, adjusting His appearances to His people’s different dwelling places.60

56

57

58

59

60

the Exile community to change its ways : oemw Mtao (v. 20). Ezekiel 20 suggests yet another interpretation in which evaluative categorization (or selection) is done among the Exiles (vv. 35–38).
This categorization plays a major role in the Persian period contest between the Repatriates, designated as wdqh erz and the tocrah ime or rknh inb, the residences of Judah, who are presented
as foreigners (as in Ezra 4 : 2–3 ; 9 : 1–2 ; Neh 9 : 2–3 ; 10 : 29). See S. Japhet, “Law and ‘The Law’ in
Ezra-Nehemiah,” Proceedings of the Ninth World Congress of Jewish Studies, Panel Sessions (Jerusalem : Magnes Press, 1988) 99–115.
Linguistically, although jem comes after the noun it describes, it can be an adjective, as in other
rare instances, all occurring in late books : Eccl 9 : 14 ; Dan 11 : 34 ; Ezr 9 : 8 ; Neh 2 : 12. See the Septuagint (and the Vulgate), the Peshitta, and the Targum, which suggest a concrete reference for this
small temple as the synagogue of its time. The Targum thus presents a double translation of jem.
First referring back to the Temple, and second, to the people in exile.
According to this interpretation, jem is an adverb of measure (and not of time), as in 2 Kgs 10 : 18 ;
Zech 1 : 15. So G. A. Cooke : “and I became to them a sanctuary in small measure (Ezekiel, ICC
[Edinburgh : T&T Clark, 1936, 1985] 125) ; Zimmerli : “and I have been to them (only) a little for a
sanctuary” (Ezekiel 1, 126) ; so also Greenberg who translated it as “reduced presence” (Ezekiel 1–
20, 190) ; and compare Joyce’s suggestion that the figurative use of jem wdqm presents “the motif of Yahweh himself becoming a ‘sanctuary’” (“Dislocation and Adaptation,” 54).
wdqm occurs seventy three times in the Bible, none of them in this abstract sense. It is either the
Temple itself, so twenty nine times in Ezekiel (12 in 1–39, and 17 in 40–48) ; the designation of a
holy artifact (like the tithe, Num 18 : 29) ; the tabernacle vessels (Num 3 : 38) ; and finally, the holy
zone of the tabernacle (Exod 25 : 8) or the house of God (Lam 1 : 10 ; as also the plural : Miwdqm,
Ezek 21 : 7 ; Jer 51 : 51).
This concept of God’s presence in v. 16 accords with Ezekiel’s perception throughout (compare
Joyce, “Dislocation and Adaptation,” 56–58). God is immanently present in the Temple on the one
hand (Ezekiel 9–10, and 43 : 1–7), just as he has dynamic and transcendent presence in the lands of
dispersion (as in Ezek 1–3 : 15, 11 : 16–21). See J. F. Kutsko, Between Heaven and Earth : Divine Presence
and Absence in the Book of Ezekiel (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2000) 77–100, esp. 96–99.
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In his refutation Ezekiel crafts a new concept of exile. In contrast to the
exilic layer of Deuteronomy (Deut 4 : 29–31 ; 30 : 1–10) and the Holiness Code (Lev
26 : 39–45), Ezekiel’s innovation establishes God as the initiator of the restored
relationship with the Exiles (Ezek 11 : 16–21 ; 36 : 22–32).61 In this polemical context, the accent on the divine initiative illustrates further Ezekiel’s inclination
towards the community in exile.62 This ideology constituted the new exclusive
status of the Exiles as away from the land of Israel, but not distanced from God,
and in separation from Those Who Remained in Judah. Hence, Ezekiel’s consolation prophecy exemplifies the prophet’s vital contribution to the evolution
of an exilic ideology during the first years of exile.
In Ezek 33 : 23–29 the prophet confronts the declaration of rights of Those Who
Remained in ruined Jerusalem : “the land has been given as a possession to us”
(hwroml Crah hntn onl, v. 24). In contrast to the disputation in Ezek 11 : 14–21, in
these verses the prophet does not explicitly set his prophecy of doom against a
consoling fate of the Exiles.63 This silence about the Exiles is spurred by the quotation itself, which does not mention them (contra 11 : 15). This could, therefore,
be simply explained as another sign of the formal and thematic accord maintained between the quotation and the refutation.64 Yet, the lack of reply or comment on the central argument of Those Who Remained, relying on the Abraham tradition, seems significant.65 To confront Jerusalemite reasoning, Ezekiel
chooses a different ideological argument altogether, based on the law. In two
rhetorical questions (vv. 25–26), Ezekiel mentions cultic, social and sexual sins
committed in the land of Judah, as an introduction to the rhetorical cry : “yet
you expect to possess the land ? !” (! ? owrit Craho).66
61 The importance of the divine transformation of the heart in Ezekiel’s prophecies of consolation
was presented by Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 341 ; Ezekiel 21–37, 735–38 ; and thoroughly discussed
by T. M. Raitt, A Theology of Exile : Judgment / Deliverance in Jeremiah and Ezekiel (Philadelphia :
Fortress, 1977) 132–34, 147–50, 175–84. Ezek 6 : 8–10 ; 20 : 43–44 ; 36 : 31 (as also 16 : 59–63) present the
people’s regret and repentance only as a reaction to God’s initial salvific actions.
62 Compare to Greenberg’s explanation of this idea as resting on a pessimistic perspective concerning the people’s repentance (Ezekiel 1–20).
63 R. Kasher suggests that the juxtaposition of 33 : 30–33 to our passage (vv. 23–29) designates favoring the Exiles called Kme inb and even ime (v. 31), and is in itself a comforting proclamation (Ezekiel 25–48, Mikra LeYisra’el [Jerusalem and Tel Aviv : Magnes Press and Am Oved, 2004] 641).
64 Graffy, A Prophet, 105–29. Compare to Greenberg (Ezekiel 21–37, 688), who argues that the disputation in Ezek 33 : 23–29 confronts a perspective held by Edom (Ezek 36 : 2). I would rather focus on the inner-conflict.
65 M. Fishbane (Biblical Interpretation, 375) and Greenberg (Ezekiel 21–37, 689–90) explain the concentration on the people’s sins as the prophet’s furious reaction, recalling traditions of Abraham’s
righteousness. But, there is no trace of any such tradition in Ezekiel’s refutation. It rather seems
that, lacking an adequate response based on the Abraham traditions, Ezekiel shifts the entire
question into the realm of legal obligation.
66 In contrast to the commentators who understand owrit Craho as a rhetorical question, the NJPS
translates this phrase as an indicative sentence, perceiving it then as a clear mocking or sarcasm.
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The three capital crimes of which Ezekiel accuses Those Who Remained and
the question owrit Craho allude to the Holiness Code’s concept of land and exile. According to Leviticus 18 and 20 idolatry, bloodshed and sexual offenses
defile the land to the point that it vomits its inhabitants (Lev 18 : 24–30 ; 20 : 22),
and brings God to drive out its inhabitants and to total abhorrence (Lev 20 : 23).67
Ezekiel’s cry owrit Craho (Ezek 33 : 25, 26) echoes the promise of the land :
Mtmda ta owrit Mta Mkl rmao (“You shall possess their land,” Lev 20 : 24). Yet,
by posing it as a rhetorical question directed against those in Jerusalem, the
prophet abolishes the promise for “those who live in these ruins in the land of
Israel” (Ezek 33 : 24).
Moreover, Ezekiel applies to the community left in Judah the threats of removal from the land in Lev 18 : 24–30. This passage from the Holiness Code
catalogues the fates of “the people who were in the land” (Crah iwna, v. 27), or
the Canaanite peoples (20 : 23, MT iog, but pl. in the versions), in order to deter
Israel from the calamitous results of following in their ways.68 The Canaanite
peoples of the land were expelled because of their “abhorrent practices” (toqx
tobeoth, 18 : 30), which were mainly of a sexual nature (Lev 18 : 6–23). But the prohibitive speech of 18 : 24–30 does not settle for the threat of expulsion of Israel
from the land ; it warns of further calamity : “All who do any of those abhorrent
things — such persons shall be cut off from their people” ( lkm hwei rwa lk ik
Meh brqm toweh towpnh otrkno ,hlah tobeoth, v. 29).69 Accordingly, in contrast to the argument for continuity in the possession of the land, Ezekiel does
not even prophesy exile, but rather total annihilation of Those Who Remained,
by sword, beast and pestilence (Ezek 33 : 27), and he further widens the prospect of his prophecy to include desolation of the land (vv. 28–29).70 In drawing

67

68
69

70

G. Brin sees the line of sarcasm and condemnation already present with the demonstrative pronoun hlah (33 : 24), in “The Date and Meaning of the Prophecy against ‘Those Who Live in These
Ruins in the Land of Israel’ (Ezekiel 33 : 23–29),” in M. V. Fox and others, eds., Texts, Temples, and
Traditions : A Tribute to Menahem Haran (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1996) 29–36 (Heb. sec.).
B.Mena˙. 13.2 ; discussion of the sins and their relationship to the Holiness Code in Greenberg,
Ezekiel 21–37, 684–85 ; see also J. Joosten, People and Land in the Holiness Code : An Exegetical Study
of the Ideational Framework of the Law in Leviticus 17–26, SVT 67 (Leiden : Brill, 1996) 169–92.
B. J. Schwartz, The Holiness Legislation : Studies in the Priestly Code (Jerusalem : Magnes Press, 1999)
222–37 ; Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1571–78.
Schwartz suggested a clear distinction between expulsion and calamity (The Holiness Legislation,
228–37). Yet, on the analogy of the fate of Israel (18 : 29), it seems rather that in three passages (Lev
18 : 24–30 ; 20 : 20–24 and in Num 33 : 50–59) expulsion does mean annihilation, even if there is no
reference to the vehicle of execution. Thus, these passages differ from Leviticus 26’s perspective
on exile.
Total calamity and empty land characterize other judgment prophecies against Jerusalem, see
p. 41 below. Milgrom argued that in the Holiness Code the land “automatically regurgitates its
inhabitants in the process of cleansing itself,” and thus in contrast to the Priestly perception, the
land is not irrevocably impure (Leviticus 17–22, 1573–74). Ezekiel then takes the Priestly position
prophesying that the sins require desolation of the land itself (as in Ezek 6 : 11–14).
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these analogies to Lev 18 : 24–30, Ezekiel rejects the possibility that Those Who
Remained might join the community of the Jehoiachin Exiles in Babylon.
Ezekiel, then, not only supplies divine de-legitimation for the continuous
existence of Those Who Remained in Judah, he emphatically reflects the superiorexclusive tendency of the Jehoiachin Exiles that had developed from the very
start, from 597 B.c.e. and on.71
To summarize, Ezekiel as an advocate of the Exiles formulates a concept of
exile that enables continuity of Judahite existence outside the Land of Israel.
He clearly knows and deviates from both the Deuteronomic and the Holiness Code’s concepts of land and exile. Furthermore, in his prophecy of restoration (11 : 16–21), Ezekiel supplies divine legitimation to this community of
Exiles seen as the Remnant of the people of God. In opposition, the prophet
de-legitimates the community in Jerusalem, accusing them with various cultic sins (11 : 21 ; 33 : 25–26), that estrange them from the land.72 These strategies of
division create explicit differences of prestige between the groups.
implicit disputation
separate histories & futures for the two judean communities
In his social-anthropological studies, Fredrick Barth mentioned the importance
given to questions of origin in the evolution of the group’s present identity.73
Having outlined the rival arguments in this conflict, we can now proceed to
Ezekiel’s observations on the history of the God-people relationship, and thus
on the two communities’ possibilities for present and future existence.
In two passages, Ezek 16 : 1–43 and 20 : 1–38, which were not connected through
the editorial process of the book, I suggest that Ezekiel expresses his perspective on each of the two Judahite communities.
The two prophecies have several characteristics in common. First, they open
with the call to the prophet to proclaim abominations, “O mortal, proclaim
Jerusalem’s abominations to her” (hitbeot ta Milwori ta edoh Mda Nb, 16 : 2);
“Arraign, arraign them, O mortal ! — Declare to them the abhorrent deeds of
71 This separation is explicitly suggested in Jer 24 : 1–10 ; and appears implicitly also in the diverse descriptions of the Jehoiachin Exile in 2 Kgs 24 : 8–17, in comparison to the general reference to the
586 destruction and exile in 2 Kings 25. For the exilic perspective of 2 Kings 24–25 see Seitz, Theology in Conflict, 215–21.
72 Religious behavior as a de-legitimating device to determine hierarchal differentiation between
groups is also implemented in the historiography ; see the various denigrations of the Northern
Kingdom accused for following “the ways of Jeroboam son of Nevat and the sins he caused Israel
to commit” down to its destruction and exile (1 Kgs 12 : 25–33 ; 13 : 33–34 ; 1 Kgs 15 : 26, 34 and constantly through the Book of Kings ; finally, 2 Kgs 17 : 21–22 which suggests a somewhat different
yet still denigrating perspective).
73 Barth, Ethnic Groups, 29.
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their fathers” (Meidoh Mtoba tbeot ta ,Mda Nb jopwth Mta jpwth, 20 : 4).74 The
former aims at Jerusalem, while the latter is directed to the Exiles. A second
common denominator is structural ; both passages start with a retrospective
which goes back to the initial constitution of the relationship between God and
His people (16 : 1–14 ; 20 : 5–26),75 proceed to the present generation in a chronological contraction (16 : 15–34 ; 20 : 30–33), and look to the future (16 : 35–43 ; 20 : 34–
38). The third is thematic, in both prophecies the prophet lays out his agenda
concerning the question “who is the people of God,” recognizing that it could
only be one of the two communities, the Jehoiachin Exiles or Those Who Remained in Judah. However, in other features the two passages differ.
The literary genre. Ezekiel 16 : 1–43, the metaphoric story of the abandoned baby,
the beautiful bride, and the harlot-wife stands in the structural framework of
a judgment prophecy. The first part presents a long description of the sinful
wife’s guilt and ingratitude (vv. 1–34), followed by a passage suggesting her punishment (vv. 35–43).76
In contrast, Ezek 20 : 1–38 is construed as a disputation speech, though with
special structure.77 As is typical of the genre, the core of the disputation is
the refutation of the Elders’ words of despair quoted in v. 32 : “We will be like the
nations, like the families of the lands, worshipping wood and stone” (Miogk hihn
Nbao Ce trwl tocrah toxpwmk).78 The Elders of Israel approach the prophet with
a reflection in which they seek correlation between the traditional concept of
74 An even closer opening to Ezek 20 : 4 appears in Ezek 22 : 1 : rie ta jpwth jpwth Mda Nb htao
hitobeot lk ta htedoho Mimdh (“Further, O mortal, arraign arraign the city of bloodshed ; declare to her all her abhorrent deeds !”). Yet, the passages differ, first, in the grammatical person of
the address ; second, in content, Ezek 22 : 1–12 deals with Jerusalem’s present iniquities and does
not present a retrospective history of the God-people relationship ; third, in style, explicit apodictic charges influence Ezekiel 22 in contrast to Ezekiel 20’s reliance on historical traditions of
the covenant (compare Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 454–55).
75 Ezek 20 : 27–29 (as also vv. 39–44) are secondary, see n. 85 below.
76 Ezek 16 : 1–43 is one of five different passages in Ezekiel 16 and 23 which use the family metaphors
of adoption and marriage in diverse ways. For their self-contained initial character and their literary nature as metaphoric stories (not allegory), see J. Galambush, Jerusalem in the Book of Ezekiel : The City as Yahweh’s Wife, SBLDS 130 (Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1992) 10–11.
77 In a previous paper I have suggested a different division to chapter 20 than is commonly adduced
(Rom-Shiloni, “Facing Destruction,” 194–204). I hereby bring only the necessary points for the
present argument. Most commentators have divided chapter 20 into two initially independent
units : the historical speech (vv. 1–31), expanded by the disputation speech (vv. 32–44). So Eichrodt, Ezekiel, 276–84 ; Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 404, 413–14 ; L. C. Allen, Ezekiel 20–48, WBC 29 (Waco,
Tex.: Word Books, 1990) 5 ; and also Graffy, A Prophet, 65–66. In contrast, Greenberg and Hoffman
argued for the unity of the chapter (Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 376–81 ; Y. Hoffman, “Ezekiel 20 —
Its Structure and Meaning,” Beit Miqra 20 [1975] 480–86).
78 So Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 414 ; further discussion of the saying and its traditional background, see
Rom-Shiloni, “Facing Destruction,” 194–98.
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exile and their present existence in Babylon. The Deuteronomic concept, which
they cite, indeed threatens that exile will be the place for worshipping wood and
stone (“There you will serve man-made gods of wood and stone,” Mw Mtdbeo
Nbao Ce Mda idi hwem Mihla, Deut 4 : 28 ; and 28 : 36, 64). This analogy threatens
the Exiles’ continued existence as the people of God.
The furious rejection of the Elder’s inquiry is accentuated in an inclusio
repetition, which frames the whole retrospective speech as the disputation’s introductory section.79
verse 3 'h inda Man Mkl wrda Ma ina ix ,Miab Mta ita wrdlh
Have you come to inquire of Me ? As I live, I will not respond
to your inquiry — declares the Lord God.
verse 31 Mkl wrda Ma 'h inda Man ina ix ,larwi tib Mkl wrda inao
shall I respond to your inquiry, O house of Israel ? As I live —
declares the Lord God — I will not respond to you.
Within his speech the prophet proclaims first the abhorrent deeds of “their
fathers” (vv. 4–26). Returning to his contemporaries (vv. 30–32a), Ezekiel then
quotes their words (v. 32b), and disproves them with a unique prophecy of deliverance, describing God as reigning over the people “with a strong hand, and
with an outstretched arm, and with overflowing fury” (hiojn eorzbo hqzx dib
hkopw hmxbo, vv. 33–38). Ezekiel’s special perspective on the relationship between
God and His people is thus the focus of this disputation presented in both his
retrospective account and in his prospective articulation of the ongoing relationship during the exile.80
Future prospect. The generic difference emphasizes the distinct opposing content of the two prophecies. Ezek 16 : 1–43 prophesies judgment and calamity to
Jerusalem, while Ezek 20 : 1–38 forecasts consolation and hope for the Exiles.
Metaphors serving in the God-people covenant relationship. The contrast in content and particularly in the future prediction to Jerusalem versus that to the
Exiles has brought Ezekiel to use different metaphors to designate contrasting
perspectives on the God-people covenant relationship.
79 In addition, all the literary features of the introductory section of the disputation-speech are
present : 1. The prophetic formula rmal ila 'h rbd ihio (v. 2 ; as in Ezek 11 : 14). 2. The essential
features preceding the quotation : the verb rma, and the identification of its subject, Mta, v. 32 ;
3. Rejection of the quotation, which appears twice in Ezekiel 20, first, in the inclusio pattern, and
second, in the immediate context of v. 32 and on. Compare Graffy, A Prophet, 105–29.
80 So Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 613. For other suggestions for the possible content of Ezekiel 20 see Hoffman, Ezekiel 20, 473 ; Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 387–88 ; and Kasher, Ezekiel 1–24, 385.
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The metaphor in Ezekiel 20 is the well known theological-political metaphor
which designates God as king and the people as His vassals.81 The retrospective
speech (vv. 4–31) depicts four periods (covering three generations) in a graduated pattern of three and four : 1. The servitude in Egypt — the first generation of
the fathers (vv. 5–10); 2. The Exodus through the desert of this first generation
(vv. 11–17); 3. The second generation in the desert (vv. 18–26); 4. Ezekiel’s contemporary generation in Babylon (vv. 30–31), where the historical retrospective
reaches its climax.82 In order to repeat God’s rejection of the inquiry, the prophet
straightforwardly reproves his contemporaries in exile : “Do you defile yourselves in the manner of your fathers” (Miamjn Mta Mkitba Krdbh, v. 31).83
In order to characterize the God-People relationship, Ezekiel builds the first
three periods with repetitive components. 1. God has benefited His people by
choosing them and constituting a covenant relationship with them by oath
(20 : 5–6), and has further committed them to his covenant through specific
commands (vv. 7, 11–12, 18–20, 25–26).84 Yet, 2. they have sinned against him in
their disobedience (vv. 8, 13, 21, 24). 3. God should have punished them with a
calamitous judgment “Then I resolved to pour out My fury upon them, to vent
all My anger upon them there” (Mhb ipa tolkl Mhile itmx Kpwl rmao, vv. 8b,
13b, 21b, and Mmwa Neml “that I might render them desolate,” v. 26). However,
4. “for the sake of His name, that it might not be profaned in the sight of the
nations” He repeatedly refrained from that (iniel lxh itlbl imw Neml weao,
Miogh vv. 9, 14, 22), and 5. instead God reduced the judgment against them (vv.
10, 15–17, 22–26). Thus, following the political metaphor, covenant as initiated by
God-the king, includes specific commitments and stipulations, and the vassals’
disobedience brings the sovereign time and again to punish the rebels.
Ezekiel selected these four eras from the people’s history to emphasize two
81 To mention only selected comparative studies on the vassal treaties and the biblical covenant concept, see D. R. Hillers, Treaty Curses and the Old Testament Prophets, BibOr 16 (2nd ed.; Rome :
Pontifical Bibilical Institute, 1964); M. Weinfeld, “The Covenant of Grant in the Old Testament
and in the Ancient Near East,” JAOS 90 (1970) 184–203 ; Weinfeld, “Berit — Covenant vs. Obligation,” Biblica 56 (1975) 120–28 ; B. K. Waltke, “The Phenomenon of Conditionality within Unconditional Covenants,” in A. Gileadi, ed., Israel’s Apostasy and Restoration : Essays in Honor of R. K.
Harrison (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1988) 123–40.
82 Contra Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 377–78.
83 Translated thus by Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 362.
84 The divine initiative and hierarchy in setting the conditions of the covenant parallel the neoAssyrian treaties, which usually refrain from pronouncing the Sovereign’s obligations towards his
vassal(s), see S. Parpola and K. Watanabe, Neo-Assyrian Treaties and Loyalty Oaths, SAA II (Helsinki : Helsinki, 1989) xiv–xv. The sovereign-vassal relationship differ in the neo-Hittite treaties,
as presented by G. Mendenhall, “Covenant Forms in Israelite Tradition,” BA 17 (1954) 50–76 ; and
M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1972.
2nd ed., 1992) 68, 70–74.
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main points to his fellow Exiles. First, the geographical horizon : The common
denominator of the depicted eras (with the exception of the secondary verses
27–29) is the existence outside the Land of Israel.85 This special geographical
point of view in Ezek 20 : 1–32 has been overlooked by scholars. In contradistinction to the traditional perception of the exile as a period of distance and
separation from God, Ezekiel points out the fact that God had initially established the relationship with His people outside the land of Israel, in an exilic
environment.86
Second, the commitment of God to the covenant : Within Ezekiel’s accent on
the fact that God initiated the covenant relationship with His people in Egypt
(v. 5), the prophet suggests the exceptional claim that disobedience to God and
to His ritual demands started at this very first stage (vv. 7–8), and has persisted
ever since (vv. 13, 21, 30).87 Time and again the people have deserved to be punished with total calamity (vv. 8b, 13b, 21b), but God decided unilaterally not to
destroy them, for the sake of His prestige in the face of the foreign peoples (vv.
9, 14, 22).88 Although the divine oath had changed as a consequence of the people’s sins (vv. 6, 15, 23), God did not retract it, and the people’s behavior did not
abrogate the everlasting existence of His commitments.
In Ezekiel’s prophecy of consolation (vv. 33–38) those two central lessons of
the retrospective speech connect the present generation of the Exiles in Babylon to the first generations in Egypt and in the desert.89
Hence, the prophet vigilantly bypasses the inherited concept of exile with a
different analogy based on Priestly (especially Exod 6 : 2–8) and Deuteronomic
85 For the secondary nature of vv. 27–29 (as also vv. 39–44), see Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 405, 412 ; and
recently Rom-Shiloni, “Facing Destruction,” 200–201 ; compare to Greenberg (Ezekiel 1–20, 378);
Hoffman (Ezekiel 20, 482); Block (Ezekiel 1–24, 641–45); and Kasher (Ezekiel 1–24, 385–86), all still
consider vv. 27–29 part of the original words.
86 Ezekiel 20 joins other covenant traditions which are set outside the Land of Israel (exceptional is
only Joshua 24). See D. Sperling, “Joshua 24 Re-examined,” HUCA 58 (1987) 119–36, esp. 133–36.
87 Idolatry practiced prior to the Settlement connects Ezekiel 20 to Psalm 106 (and to Josh 24 : 14).
Compare G. W. Coats, Rebellion in the Wilderness (Nashville : Abingdon, 1968) 227–28, 233–34 ;
Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 615–16.
88 Alluding to Exod 32 : 9–14, see Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation, 366.
89 Various allusions to the Exodus in vv. 33–38 prove this intention : –Nm Mkta itacoho (v. 34), dib
hiojn eorzbo hqzx (vv. 33, 34), Mimeh rbdm la Mkta itabho (v. 35), tirbh trsm (v. 37), and the even
more explicit allusion Mircm Cra rbdmb (v. 36). For allusions in vv. 33–38 (as also vv. 5–6 and others) to the Priestly tradition in Exod 6 : 2–8, see M. A. Fishbane, Text and Texture : Close Reading of
Selected Biblical Texts (New York : Schocken, 1979) 131–32 ; Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation, 366–
67. Nevertheless, Ezekiel’s words differ considerably from that tradition: 1. He does not mention
the fathers as the recipients of the promise to the land (Exod 6 : 2, 8 ; and see Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–
20, 364). 2. Unparalleled in Exodus 6, Ezekiel suggests an immediate requirement to obey God’s
demands (Ezek 20 : 7). 3. Ezekiel describes the salvation using idioms of wrath aimed at the people.
Compare b.RoS HaS 32b, and Greenberg’s discussion of hkopw hmx in Ezekiel (Ezekiel 1–20, 371–72).
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Exodus traditions.90 Accordingly, he perceives the Exiles as a direct continuation of the first generation in Egypt. Ezekiel illustrates an opposing picture —
the Exiles do have hope. Although in exile, they are still God’s people, and He
is their King.
Ezekiel 16 : 1–43 integrates two metaphors from the family sphere, the adoption
and the marital metaphors, in which God is father and then husband, and the
city is first His daughter and then His wife.91 This passage in Ezekiel has attracted vast scholarly attention ; I will restrict myself to the covenant concept
that it presents in three main points : initiation of the covenant relationship, its
violation, and finally the wife’s / the city’s judgment.
1. Initiation of the covenant relationship in 16 : 1–14 appears as a two-stage
process, designated by the repetition on “When I passed by you and saw you”
(Karao Kile rbeao, vv. 6, 8). First, Jerusalem a baby-born in the land of Canaan
(inenkh Cram Kitdlmo, v. 3) to an Amorite father and a Hittite mother, who was
abandoned at birth, is adopted by God (vv. 4–7).92 Second, when the young girl
reaches maturity, God establishes the covenant relationship with her through
marriage : “and I entered into a covenant with you by oath-declares the Lord
God ; thus you became Mine” (il iihto 'h inda Man Kta tirbb aobao Kl ebwao,
vv. 8).93 As in marital commitments, the hierarchy between the two parties in
this covenant relationship is clear. God-the husband initiates the relationship,
and the result is that He owns the bride-Jerusalem (il iihto, v. 8).94 Throughout vv. 8–14 il iihto is the only phrase which hints at the bride’s obligations of
loyalty towards her husband. In contrast, the story focuses on an impressive
list of the benefits God as husband has given her (vv. 9–13). The description
reaches the point where the bride is prepared for the position she ought to
90 Compare Levitt Kohn, A New Heart, 98–103. For different evaluations of the wilderness traditions in Ezekiel’s speech, see Eichrodt, Ezekiel, 279–80 ; and Coats, Rebellion, 240–41.
91 The marriage metaphor with the people or the city as God’s wife, were thoroughly discussed by
Galambush, Jerusalem. For the adoption metaphor in the God-people relationship, and the comparative use of adoption terminology in the diplomatic relationships, see S. M. Paul, “Adoption
Formulae : A Study of Cuneiform and Biblical Legal Clauses,” Maarav 2 / 2 (1979–80) 173–85. The
two family metaphors are integrated in Jer 3 : 4 as well, and the common terminology was presented by Weinfeld, Deuteronomistic School, 80–81 ; Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 254.
92 M. Malul, “Adoption of Foundlings in the Bible and Mesopotamian Documents: A Study of Some
Legal Metaphors in Ezekiel 16.1–7,” JSOT 46 (1990) 97–126.
93 An oath does not appear as a component in the marital ceremony (but see Ruth 3 : 13 ; and the appearance of “covenant” to designate marriage in Mal 2 : 14 ; Prov 2 : 17). Thus Greenberg considers
Kl ebwao to be of the tenor (Ezekiel 1–20, 278). Yet, God taking an oath is also uncommon (Deut
4 : 31 ; 28 : 9), and thus Zimmerli designated this as a unique feature in Ezekiel’s use of the metaphor (Ezekiel 1, 349).
94 The phrase l (o)l hih designates the subject change of status in relation to the object (BDB, 226).
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undertake, being God’s wife : “and < you > became fit for royalty” ( ixlcto
hkolml, v. 13). Likewise her beauty results from her patron : “for it was perfected
through the splendor which I set upon you” (Kile itmw rwa irdhb aoh lilk ik,
v. 14). This description clarifies that the metaphors of the family sphere are submetaphors to that of God as King. Nevertheless, the family metaphors function independently in Ezekiel, and together with the political metaphor, the
two even serve the prophet to present his counter-positions regarding the two
Judahite communities.95
2. Violation of the covenant, 16 : 15–34 : In complete opposition to the constitution of the marriage / the covenant, the wife / Jerusalem in total ingratitude has
given to other gods what she had gotten as bride-price from God (vv. 15–22), and
further betrayed Him with human “foreigners,” “lovers” (vv. 23–34). The figurative sexual description reaches its apex as the adulteress is parodied for behavior unheard of even among prostitutes, “You were the opposite of other women :
you solicited instead of being solicited ; you paid fees instead of being paid
fees. Thus you were just the opposite !” (Kirxao Kitonztb Miwnh Nm Kph Kb ihio
Kphl ihto ,Kl Ntn al Nntao Nnta Kttbo hnoz al, v. 34).96
The adulterous nymphomaniacal behavior is construed in constant transitions between the vehicle of the metaphor and its implicit tenor.97 The wife /
Jerusalem is accused of adultery, formally separated into two paragraphs (vv. 16–
22, 23–34), which stand for sins taken from two spheres. In the religious sphere,
worshipping other gods include building cultic sites (vv. 16, 24–25), producing
figurines (v. 17), serving them various offerings (vv. 18–19), and the most severe of
all, sacrificing God’s sons and daughters to them (vv. 20–21 ; as also 23 : 37).98 In the
political sphere, adultery means counting on foreigners from among the Egyptians (16 : 26), the Assyrians (v. 28), and the Babylonians (v. 29).99 Both spheres
add up to the general accusation of the wife / city for not remembering her
youth, “you did not remember the days of your youth” ( ta [trkz :q] itrkz alo
Kiroen imi, vv. 22, 43).100
95 The two metaphorical systems operate interchangeably in Ezekiel and Jeremiah, yet they function independently according to the particular messages of these prophets. This polemical usage
is specific to Ezekiel. For a fuller discussion, see D. Rom-Shiloni, “God in Times of Destruction
and Exiles : Theology and Ideology in the Prophetical Literature and in the Poetry of the First
Half of the Sixth Century B.C.E.” (Ph.D. Diss.; Jerusalem : Hebrew Univ., 2001) 237–83.
96 Galambush, Jerusalem, 98.
97 So P. L. Day, “The Bitch Had It Coming to Her : Rhetoric and Interpretation in Ezekiel 16,” BibInt
VIII/3 (2000) 231–54.
98 toalj tomb (v. 16), as also bg and hmr (v. 24, 31) are all designators of cultic sites, see Greenberg,
Ezekiel 1–20, 280–82, and his discussion of the unique language and style, 296–97.
99 The political sphere is the focus of attention in Ezek 23: 1–35, 36–49 ; whereas the religious sphere
in the first prophecy holds only minor position (vv. 7, 30 and 14). This is then one major difference
between the metaphorical passages in Ezekiel. See Galambush, Jerusalem, 110.
100 rkz is an important component in the biblical political-covenant terminology throughout the bib-
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Although the tenor appears explicit at times, the story remains faithful to
the marital metaphor in perceiving the sins. Varied forms of the roots hnz and
Pan dominate the terminology of sin.101 Even the general term tobeot “abominations” (16 : 22, 36), which in Deuteronomic sources refers to cultic, moral and
sexual offenses, appears as if through the lens of the Holiness Code’s writer to
concentrate on sexual misconduct.102 The adulterous behavior illustrated so
vividly through the marital metaphor demonstrates Jerusalem’s sins of disloyalty as profound betrayal of the old covenant with God. Yet, in contrast to Ezekiel 20, and to the general usage of the political metaphor, there is no mention
of disobedience to God’s laws and rules (compare Ezek 20 : 11, 13).103
3. The judgment upon the wife / the city, 16 : 35–43, continues this line of metaphor. In contrast to her initial salvation from disgrace and helplessness, salvation which had brought her to prestigious status among the peoples (v. 14),
and in retaliation to her sins (vv. 15–34), the wife is now accused of adultery and
murder. Hence, she is doomed to return to shame and helplessness, to total
destruction (vv. 39–41).104
Jerusalem is accused of two capital crimes and sentenced accordingly: “I will
inflict upon you the punishment of women who commit adultery and murder”
(Md tkpwo topan ijpwm Kitjpwo, 16 : 38 ; 23 : 45 ; see also 23 : 37). The juxtaposition of the two crimes, adultery and sacrificial murder, alludes to Leviticus 20.
This Holiness Code passage is the second (in addition to Leviticus 18) to

101
102

103

104

lical literature (historiography, law, prophecy and poetry). The command to remember refers to
God’s salvation from the bondage in Egypt (Deut 16 : 3 and 7 : 18); to his leadership in the wilderness (8 : 2); and to his constant beneficial involvement (8 : 18 ; as also Isa 62 : 6 ; Neh 4 : 8). These objects of remembrance are all rooted in the Exodus traditions, and exemplify God’s roles as warrior
who has saved his people in times of distress (as in Exod 13 : 3). See H. Eising, rkz, TDOT IV.67–69.
Since in Ezek 16 : 1–43 Ezekiel ignores the Exodus tradition, rkz in vv. 22, 43 must be understood as a further implicit tenor.
For hnz, tonz and tonzt (an Ezekelian hapax, which appears twenty times in Ezekiel 16 and 23), as
other unique features of language and style of Ezekiel 16, see Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 296.
tobeot (and the phrase tbeoth toqx in v. 30) in Lev 18 : 24–30 according to B. Schwartz bear a
general and abstract meaning in order to present the implications of this impurity and abominations for the national fate (Holiness Legislation, 222–23). For the difference between the use of
tobeot in Deuteronomic versus Priestly sources, see Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1581.
This is, then, another unique feature of Ezek 16 : 1–43, by comparison with the other occurrences
of the marital metaphor stories in Ezekiel. Compare to the Ezek 16 : 59–63, which opens with a
phrase resembling the vassal oath ( tirb rphl hla tizb rwa, v. 59); and the implicit tenor that
appears in 23 : 38–39.
Block presented this “ironical twist” in Jerusalem’s fortune (Ezekiel 1–24, 500–503). I accept Day’s
observation (“The Bitch,” 237–54), that the lovers’ participation in the harlot’s execution is another example of the implicit tenor in this section as well (compare to the adultery laws, in Lev
20 : 10 ; Deut 22 : 22–24). Nevertheless, this intrusion of the tenor does not exclude the basic line
of thought in this passage, which rests on the different judgments directed at sexual offenses in
the Holiness Code (Leviticus 20).
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connect the contrasting commands of God with the abominable laws of the
foreign Canaanite peoples (20 : 22–23 ; and 18 : 1–5, 26). The (detestable) laws
(iogh toqx, 20 : 23,105 or Mhitqx in 18 : 3, and hlah tbeoth lk, vv. 26, 27) are specified in the cultic sphere by the sacrifice of sons to the Molech (20 : 2–6), and in
the moral sphere by sexual offenses (20 : 9–21). Leviticus 20 names two sets of
punishments one after the other. The first, in the third person singular (or plural) activated against individual sinners (20 : 1–21). The second, in the second
person plural, extended to the whole people (vv. 22–24), presents clear conditional threat stating that disobedience to God’s commands results in the land
vomiting its inhabitants (v. 22).106 Since the people of Israel inherited the land
of those who had lost it because of their sins (v. 24), a constant threat hangs
above the heads of those who live in God’s land.
The allusive connections to the Holiness Code’s concepts of land and exile are
the keys to understanding Ezekiel’s selection of this specific marital metaphor
with regard to God-Jerusalem’s relationship.107 Leviticus 20 supplies the legal
basis to completely de-legitimate Jerusalem as the people of God, and even to
illustrate the prediction of that community’s eventual physical calamity.
Just as Ezekiel refutes the words of the Jerusalemites in Ezek 33 : 24–29 with
allusions to Leviticus 18 and 20,108 so does the prophet adapt those central
themes in his metaphoric judgment prophecy in Ezek 16 : 1–43. The analogy
serves the prophet’s views concerning the origin of Jerusalem, its sins, and its
punishment. As for Jerusalem’s origin, Ezekiel goes even further than what
he expresses in 33 : 24–29, when he not only identifies Jerusalem and her conduct with the denigrated “practices of the nation that I am driving out before
you” (Mkinpm xlwm ikna rwa iogh toqx, Lev 20 : 23); but furthermore, argues in
16 : 1–43 that Jerusalem is actually Canaanite in origin, the daughter of an Amorite and a Hittite from the land of Canaan (vv. 2–3). Her adoption and the
tremendous benefits poured on her by God could not have erased this initial “biography.” 109 With regard to her sins, they resemble further the parallel
between the city and the Canaanite peoples. In analogy to Leviticus 20, Jeru105 iogh (toqx) in 20 : 23 appears in the plural form in the versions, cohering with the plural forms at
the end of the verse, Mb Cqao owe ; and in accordance with 18 : 24 (however, 18 : 28 uses the singular). See Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1759.
106 Schwartz presented the independent position of the two chapters (Holiness Legislation, 135–44);
and see Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1577, 1765–68.
107 Compare to Galambush’s suggestion that the key theme to this metaphoric passage, is Jerusalem’s impurity and specifically the sanctuary’s defilement, which prepares the ground for God’s
abandonment of His city (Jerusalem, 103–5).
108 See the discussion on pp. 18–20 above.
109 Block saw the polemical nature of Jerusalem’s genealogy (Ezekiel 1–24, 475), but he did not complete Ezekiel’s interests as an opponent.
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salem follows the very same abominations.110 Judged as harlot and as “cultic
murderer,” Jerusalem’s sins are unforgivable and her punishment irrevocable.
Finally, as to Jerusalem’s judgment, Ezekiel deviates his message from Leviticus 20. According to the latter, God expelled the Canaanites from the land, an
expulsion which ended in their extinction (Lev 20 : 23, and 18 : 28). In his words
to Jerusalem Ezekiel does not foresee displacement from the land as part of Jerusalem’s punishment. The prophet rather combines Leviticus 20’s two sets of
punishment.111 The individual death penalty of the murderer and the adulteress becomes the only retaliation to Jerusalem’s offenses, foreseeing total calamity within the land, no exile.112
Using the two metaphors to describe the God-people relationship, Ezekiel
differentiates sociologically between the past and the future fates of the two
communities in exile and in the land of Israel, as can be seen in the table on
the following pages.
The political metaphor in Ezek 20 : 1–38, on the one hand, enables Ezekiel to
emphasize the constitution of the covenant outside the land of Israel, in Egypt,
with God as initiator and the preserver of the covenant despite the people’s repeated disobedience. As proven before, God is committed to His people, and
thus the continuous covenant relationship is guaranteed for the future as well :
God is the Exiles’ King.
The family metaphors in Ezek 16 : 1–43, on the other hand, enable Ezekiel to
keep Jerusalem in an inland vicinity, in Canaan. From origin, through constant
misconducts, to her punishment, Jerusalem resembles the Canaanite peoples,
the previous peoples of the land, whom God had expelled. But, in Ezekiel’s extreme position, Jerusalem is not even doomed to exile, only to death, to total
calamity.
Through these lines of argumentation and the ideological strategies of division which Ezekiel uses in the two passages, the prophet recalls different
110 Condemnation of the Canaanite peoples with sexual misconduct has its roots in several stories
in the book of Genesis, that is, the story of Ham, Canaan’s forefather (Gen 9 : 22–27); Dinah’s rape
(Genesis 34); as also the story of Sodom and Gomorra (Genesis 19); and see Schwartz, Holiness
Legislation, 157–62.
111 Milgrom considers verses 22–23 a separate unit appended to the list of chapter 20 under the influence of chapter 18 (Leviticus 17–22, 1759).
112 The similarities between Leviticus 20 and Ezek 16 : 35–43 with regard to the penalties are scant and
doubtful, mainly because verses 39–43 present rapid changes from the metaphoric vehicle to its
realistic tenor. Nevertheless, two of the death penalties appear in both : pelt in stone for the sacrifice of sons to the Molech (Nbab Mgr, Lev 20 : 2, as in Ezek 16 : 40), and flaming in fire for sexual
offenses (wab Prw, Lev 20 : 14, as in Ezek 16 : 41). See Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 287 ; Block mentions
only Deut 22 : 23–24 as alluded in Ezek 16 : 40 (Ezekiel 1–24, 503); and P. L. Day, “Adulterous Jerusalem’s Imagined Demise : Death of a Metaphor in Ezekiel XVI,” VT 50 / 3 (2000) 285–309.
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Legitimation — Ezekiel as the Jehoiachin
Exiles’ Advocator (20:1–38)

De-legitimation — Those Who Remained
in Jerusalem (16:1–43)

Meidoh Mtoba tbeot ta

hitbeot ta Milwori ta edoh

“Declare to them the abhorrent deeds “proclaim Jerusalem’s abominations
of their fathers” (v. 4)
to her” (v. 2)
The God-People Relationship

Illustrated by the political metaphor
of God as Sovereign and the people
as His vassals (v. 33).

Illustrated by the family metaphors
(adoption and marriage).

Constitution of the Covenant Relationship

God had chosen Israel in Egypt (vv.
5–6), and established the covenant
on a divine oath and obligation of
the people to obey His rules and to
worship God exclusively.

God had adopted a deserted newborn baby of Canaanite origin.
As she reached maturity God married
her and brought her to be “worthy
of kingship” (vv. 1–14).

Violation of the Covenant

The people disobeyed God’s commandments throughout the mentioned periods: 1. The servitude
period in Egypt (vv. 5–10, esp. 8);
2. This first generation in the desert
(vv. 11–17, esp. 13); 3. The second
generation in the desert (vv. 18–26,
esp. 21); 4. Ezekiel’s contemporary
generation of Exiles (vv. 30–31).

Jerusalem has turned to be an
adulteress woman. Being unfaithful
to God she committed adultery with
other gods (on the religious-cultic
sphere, vv. 15–22) and with human
“foreigners” (on the political sphere,
vv. 23–34).

historical and legal traditions from the Pentateuch, with which he establishes
two distinctive histories of the God-people relationship. Relying on the Exodus traditions, Ezekiel legitimates the Exiles’ ongoing existence as the people of
God, with whom the covenant is expected to be restored in “the desert of peoples,” and who will be led back to the land of Israel. In contrast, the prophet delegitimates the homeland community by referring back to the legal and historic
traditions related to the Settlement, which demand clear separation from the
Canaanite peoples. Construing a similarity between Those Who Remained and
the Canaanite peoples is a strategy Ezra and Nehemiah will later use during the
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De-legitimation — Those Who Remained
in Jerusalem

Retaliation

Although God intended to annihilate
His people time and again (vv. 8, 13,
21), He refrained from doing so for
the sake of His prestige among the
nations (vv. 9, 14, 22); and though
judgment aggravated, it repeatedly
lessened the calamitous verdict
(vv. 10, 15–17, 23–26).
In this context, God had destined the
people to exile (v. 23).
But in contrast to the Deuteronomic
pre-exilic concept of exile (such as
Deut 4:25–28; 28:36), which the Exiles
paraphrase (v. 32), Ezekiel proclaims
that the covenant relationship
between God and the Jehoiachin
Exiles continues. God is still their
King, and they are His people (v. 33).

Jerusalem is judged according to her
sins. Being of Canaanite origin, and
following Canaanite practices, she is
sentenced as adulteress and
cultic-murderer :

Md tkpwo topan ijpwm
“the punishment of women who
commit adultery and murder” (v. 38)
Echoing Leviticus 18 and 20, Jerusalem is doomed to total death within
the land (vv. 35–43).

Restoration

The covenant relationship will be
reaffirmed in the wilderness of the
peoples, the wilderness of the land of
Egypt, before leading the entitled
people of Exiles to the land of Israel
(vv. 34–38).

No exile, No restoration.

Persian period (as in Ezra 9 : 1–2, 10–14 ; Nehemiah 10 : 29–31 ; 13 : 23–27). Ezekiel
can thus be considered as the founding father of that ideological denigration.
ezekiel against jerusalem
On the basis of the de-legitimating arguments against Jerusalem already adduced, I can now widen the perspective on the whole first part of the book of
Ezekiel, chapters 1–24 ; the spotlight is trained on the prophecies of judgment
against Jerusalem with their two components : accusation and punishment. Since
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according to the historical circumstances the 597 B.c.e. partial exile preceded
Jerusalem’s destruction, what is and what should be the role of exile in determining the subsistence of the two separate Judahite communities by the first
decades of the sixth century B.c.e.? The answer to this question can be found
in Ezekiel’s re-conception of the linear concept of exile, which essentially follows the three-step sequence of iniquity — death / destruction — exile, but adds
selective prospects for restoration.
In Ezekiel’s prophecies of judgment one often recognizes the prophet’s distinction between the object of the prophecy and the audience to which his
prophecy is addressed.113 This distinction is of paramount importance with regard to the evaluation of the prophecies against Jerusalem.114
Indeed, the commissioning prophecy (1 : 1–3 : 15) names Ezekiel’s audience, his
fellow-Exiles, “a rebellious breed” (irmh tib, 2 : 5, 6, 8). The Exiles are descendents
of generations of rebels against God, “They as well as their fathers have defied
Me to this very day” (hzh Moih Mce de ib oewp Mtobao hmh, 2 : 3), and the circumstances of exile have not yet and are not expected to, change their “brazen of face
and stubborn of heart” ( bl iqzxo Minp iwq, 2 : 4). Traces of condemnation of the
Exiles’ ongoing disobedience are also found in Ezek 14 : 1–11 ; 20 : 1–32 ; 33 : 30–33.
Nevertheless, throughout this first part of the book, judgment is not aimed against
the Exiles.115 Judgment in Ezekiel’s prophecies focuses on Jerusalem, and to a
lesser extent on the land of Israel ( 7 : 1–27), the mountains of Israel (6 : 1–10), and
several peripheral areas in southern Judah (21 : 1–5, 6–10). The few prophecies
of consolation which appear in the first section of the book (and throughout)
focus on the community in exile (as in 17 : 22–24 ; 20 : 1–38, 39–44).116
This distinction complicates Ezekiel’s message.117 Jerusalem in Ezekiel’s prophecies is the distant object of judgment, the fortunes of which the immediate
113 Another judgment prophecy outside chapters 1–24 is Ezek 33 : 23–29.
114 Commentators have of course discussed Ezekiel’s harsh judgment over Jerusalem, but did not
ascribe it to the prophet’s pro-exilic polemical tendencies ; see, for instance, Greenberg, Ezekiel
1–20, 15–7 ; Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 56–9.
115 Exceptions are the prophecies against the peace prophets (13 : 1–16); and the rebuke of the Elders
of Israel in 14 : 1–11, which nonetheless calls them to repent (v. 6), and sets the future goal to be
restoration of the covenant relationship with them (v. 11 ; see also 18 : 21–32).
116 Ezek 16 : 44–58 and 59–63, however, prophesy hope and restoration to Jerusalem. Though drawing on the language and literary style of vv. 1–43 (as Greenberg has shown, Ezekiel 1–20, 295–97),
the two passages differ from the first in themes (Jerusalem’s disgrace and shame in vv. 44–58 ;
and restoration of the covenant in 59–63), in the use of metaphors for the God-people covenant
(adding phraseology typical of the political-covenant metaphor to the family metaphors of 1–43,
bridged over by the implicit tenor of rkz in vv. 22, 43), and even moreso in the hope expressed
for Jerusalem, which contradicts vv. 1–43 and all other prophecies against Jerusalem. Therefore,
chapter 16 indeed illustrates what Zimmerli called “the development of tradition in the book of
Ezekiel” (Ezekiel 1, 334), and it further illustrates a difference between Ezekiel and later tradent
generations with regards to attitudes towards Jerusalem.
117 The usual scholarly treatment of the main genres in Ezekiel has construed these distinctions
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audience in exile is anxious to learn about (for instance see Ezekiel 8–11, with
the inclusio of 8 : 1–3 and 11 : 22–24 ; 14 : 21–23 ; 33 : 21–22, 30–33). While it is reasonable to assume that during the first years in exile and certainly prior to Jerusalem’s destruction, the Exiles still identify with the Jerusalemite community
in the homeland, it seems that Ezekiel draws clear ideological lines to differentiate between the communities with respect to their misdeeds and thus to
their fate.118
jerusalem’s guilt
Ezekiel rebukes Jerusalem with both metaphoric and straightforward lists of
sins. Disobedience to God, with idolatry as its major expression, occupies most
of the prophet’s attention (5 : 5–9 ; and chapter 8 ; as also 16, 23). Highly accentuated are moral misdeeds generalized as “lawlessness” (smx, 7 : 11 ; 8 : 17), “crime”
(Èjç, 9 : 9) and “bloodshed” (Mimd, 9 : 9). Both spheres, the moral and the cultic, are joined in the lists of Ezek 18 : 1–20 and 22 : 1–16, and in the general term
“abominations” (tobeot, 5 : 9 ; 7 : 3, 4, 8, 9 ; 9 : 4 ; 12 : 16 ; 16 : 2, 47, 50 ; 18 : 13, 24 ; 20 : 4 ;
22 : 2 ; 23 : 36 ; 33 : 26, 29 ; 36 : 31), which at times stands for particular transgressions
committed in Jerusalem : sins of idolatry (5 : 11 ; 6 : 9, 11 ; 8 : 6[2x], 9, 13, 15, 17 ; 11 : 18,
21 ; 14 : 6 ; 16 : 36 ; 18 : 12 ; 43 : 8 ; or other cultic misconducts in 44 : 6–7, 13) and sexual offenses (16 : 22, 51, 58 ; 22 : 11). In addition, beyond the metaphoric stories of
chapters 16 and 23, the emphasis on religious and moral misdeeds performed
in Jerusalem and in the land of Judah / Israel is phrased with “an implied or latent personification” of the city (5 : 7–17 ; 22 : 1–6 ; 24 : 1–14).119 This tendency governs the terminology of sin, which is taken from the sexual / marital spheres.
Abominations are labeled with a term that designates sexual intention,“depravity” ( hmz, 22 : 9, 11 ; 24 : 13),120 and detested like menstrual blood, “unclean thing”
(hdn, 7 : 19, 20 ; and hdnh tamj “the impurity of a menstruous woman,” 22 : 10 ;
36 : 17).121 Blood occupies a major place in Jerusalem’s transgressions and in the
description of her state of defilement. In Ezek 16 : 1–43 the blood of birth appears
first, then the menstrual blood, and at last the bloodshed of cultic murders in

118
119
120

121

chronologically ; judgment is said to precede 586, consolation to post-date 586 B.c.e. Consequently,
the few consolation prophecies within chapters 1–24 are suspected to be late and secondary. But
see Joyce’s criticism (“Dislocation and Adaptation,” 47–49). The sociological framework I have
suggested releases us from this invalid chronological categorization.
With this I disagree with Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 16.
See Galambush, Jerusalem, 130–41.
Out of its twenty nine occurrences in the whole Bible, hmz appears thirteen times in Ezekiel, in
chapters 16 and 23 and once in 22 : 9. Although hmz has the general meaning of “wicked plan, intention” (as in Isa 32 : 7 ; Job 31 : 11), its three occurrences in Leviticus refer to sexual offenses (18 : 17 ;
20 : 14). This legal usage is adopted by Ezekiel, and is also reflected in Jer 13 : 27 in parallel to Mipoan,
in a prophecy which uses the marital metaphor as well. S. Steingrimsson recognized Ezekiel’s use
of hmz to particularize Jerusalem and Judah’s sins (TDOT IV.89–90).
Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 152.
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the sacrifice of sons. In Ezek 22 : 1–16, Jerusalem is even called “city of bloodshed” (Mimdh rie, 22 : 2), in reference to both cultic and social capital crimes, as
well as sexual offenses (22 : 9–12). These diverse misdeeds provide the metaphor
for the city’s impurity, “defilement” (hamj, 5 : 11 ; 22 : 15 ; 24 : 11, 13[2x] ; 36 : 25, 29),122
and all add up to her shame and disgrace (5 : 14, 15 ; 22 : 16),123 Jerusalem is, then,
constantly identified with the adulteress wife and the murderer of the metaphoric story of Ezek 16 : 1–43.
By way of comparison, neither the marital metaphor nor nearly any of these
terms function in the restricted references to the Exiles’ guilt or misconduct.
tobeot as also the verb amj occur in the context of idolatry (14 : 6, 11), and only
general disobedience and materialistic profits (ecb) are specified as the offenses
of Ezekiel’s audience (33 : 31–32). Exceptions are the rhetorical questions in Ezekiel
20, which Ezekiel addresses to his generation of Exiles : “Do you defile yourselves
as your fathers did and go astray after their detestable things” (Mkitoba Krdbh
Minz Mta Mhicoqw irxao ,Miamjn Mta, vv. 30–31). It seems that Ezekiel purposely
uses these extreme terms, which usually designate sinful Jerusalem, in order to
shock his audience in exile and accentuate the absurdity of their thought (in v. 32).
Nevertheless, the prophet sets a chronological distinction between the Exiles
(Mta) and all earlier generations (Mkitoba). Ezekiel’s generation has the opportunity and will be led by God to a change (vv. 33–38).
jerusalem’s punishment
Jerusalem’s capital crimes set the ground for her talio punishments, which together give the prophecies of judgment their primary importance in service of
Theodicy. In addition, in his projections for retaliation against Jerusalem, Ezekiel presents different perspectives on the conceptual sequence of the concept
of exile : iniquity-destruction-exile and restoration.
Iniquity-Destruction. In addition to the passages already discussed (16 : 1–43 ;
33 : 23–29), most of the prophecies of judgment against Jerusalem and Judah
foresee total calamity within the land, or on its boarders (6 : 1–7, 11–14 ; 7 : 1–27 ;
11 : 1–13 ; 12 : 17–20 ; 21 : 1–5, 6–12, 13–22, 23–32 ; 22 : 17–22, 23–32 ; 23 ; 24 : 1–14). Hence,
the three part sequence is fragmented, and includes only the first two. No men122 The verb amj appears in reference to sexual offenses in Ezek 18 : 11 ; 22 : 11 and 33 : 26. Otherwise in
Ezekiel it refers to idolatry, and has the metaphorical usage as cultic defilement (14 : 11 ; 20 : 7, 18,
30–31 ; 22 : 4 ; 36 : 17–18 ; 37 : 23); compare G. Andre, amj, TDOT V.337–40.
123 In opposition to honor and prestige, shame and disgrace result from the woman’s exposure and
nakedness and thus are part of the harlot’s punishment (16 : 37–41). This is further elaborated in
the two appended passages which directly present this message using the noun hmlk (16 : 52, 54,
63) and the verb wob (16 : 63). Curiously, the variety of nouns and verbs from the roots hnz and Pan,
which dominate the language of Ezekiel 16 and 23, do not appear in other prophecies against Jerusalem. hnz, however, is addressed to the Exiles in 20 : 30 (see above); and 6 : 9.
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tion is made of deportation or of the possibility of the Jerusalemites joining the
Jehoiachin Exiles in Babylon. These prophecies exemplify Ezekiel’s interpretation and adaptation of the Deuteronomic pre-exilic concept of exile, which
understands dislocation as annihilation and does not perceive the possibility of
existence outside the land of Israel (as in Deut 6 : 10–15 ; 8 : 19–20 ; 11 : 13–17).124
Iniquity-Destruction-Exile, and Death. The sign-acts in Ezek 4 : 1–5 : 4 present
another variant to this concept of exile. The prophetic unit in chapters 4–5
brings together commands to symbolize the siege over Jerusalem (4 : 1–3, 4–8,
9–11, 16–17) and her destruction (5 : 1–4), intertwined with references to the existence in exile (4 : 12–15).125 Struggling with what seems “heterogeneous” and thus
secondary (even) to Greenberg,126 or “a redactional conflation” of separate signacts according to Friebel and Block,127 scholars have sought their ways tracking
down the linear order of siege-destruction-exile in this passage, and accordingly
have re-differentiated the sign-acts and their verbal interpretations from secondary expansions.128
Three basic sign-acts demonstrate different stages in the siege over Jerusalem :
the first two commands, to incise a model of the besieged city and to set an iron
griddle, resemble setting the siege and its prolongation (4 : 1–3); the order to eat
rationed food illustrates the misery of famine in town (9–11, 16–17); and finally,
shaving the hair and destroying it in three parts elucidate the city’s fall and the
total death of its inhabitants (5 : 1–4).
In Ezekiel’s schematic style, the inhabitants of Jerusalem are to be divided in
three groups (5 : 1–2). One third is to be burnt in fire within the city, the second
124 See Rom-Shiloni, “Deuteronomic Concepts” (forthcoming).
125 This division is based on the repetition of the imperative clauses Kl xq (Mda Nb) htao (4 : 1, 3, 9 ; 5 : 1).
Accordingly, Ezek 4 : 4–8 as a whole is considered a secondary addition (or even amalgamation
of interpretations), which according to Zimmerli may have been appended even in the prophet’s
life time (Ezekiel 1, 155, 163–65, 168). Greenberg argues for intertwining references to exile in 4: 6,
12–15 (Ezekiel 1–20, 118 ; and Friebel, among others, add 5 : 2–4). Indeed, 4 : 4–8 raise tremendous
interpretive difficulties which have not yet been solved (compare Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 104–6 ;
Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 163–64). To add another difficulty, these verses draw back to the iniquity, in
contrast to the other sign-acts which all refer to the punishment. K. G. Friebel’s discussion of Israel and Judah in this passage convincingly argues against Greenberg’s differentiation between 390
years of iniquity, and 40 years of punishment-exile (Jeremiah’s and Ezekiel’s Sign-Acts, JSOTSup
283 [Sheffield : Sheffield Academic Press, 1999] 209–24, esp. 218–19). Unfortunately, I do not find
traces of exilic circumstances in either 5 : 2–4 or 4 : 6, and thus will concentrate below only on 4 : 12–
15 as addressed to Ezekiel’s immediate audience in Babylon (contra Friebel, Sign-Acts, 247).
126 Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 118 ; Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 154–55.
127 So Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 168–169 ; Following Friebel, Sign-Acts, 195–202.
128 Zimmerli (Ezekiel 1, 168) has argued that even the expansions could have been added by the
prophet himself, and in any case the additions are not later than 547 B.c.e. (understanding the 40
days to designate 40 years of exile from 586 B.c.e. on).
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will be stricken by sword all around it ; the third will be scattered to the wind
(xorl hrzt tiwlwho ; hrza xor lkl tiwilwho, vv. 2, 12) and God will unsheathe a
sword after them (Mhirxa qira brxo, v. 2). Similarly, in the interpretative prophecy, 5 : 5–17, one third will die within the city from pestilence and famine, another
shall fall by the sword around it, and the third will be scattered in every direction, and God will unsheathe the sword after them (v. 12). In both descriptions,
the division into three illustrates the totality of this annihilation.129
The intriguing phrase is the one concerning the third part : “and scatter a third
to the wind and I will unsheathe the sword after them” (brxo xorl hrzt tiwlwho
Mhirxa qira, v. 2, 10, 12 ; as also 12 : 14). xorl hrz, which at face value describes
dislocation, differs from the common agricultural imagery behind the phrase
tocrab hrz (as in Ezek 6 : 8, 36 : 19). The latter, which Ezekiel uses regularly in
the phraseology of exile, evokes the image of the scattering of seeds as part of
sowing, and thus promises resettlement and continuity.130 xorl hrz, however,
in Ezekiel 5 and 12 applies to the separation of the wheat from the chaff, scattering the latter to the wind as no further use or existence.131
Moreover, the scattered people are further doomed to be pursued to death
by God, who will unsheathe the sword against them (Mhirxa qira brxo).132 The
change into the first person with God as the agent is commonly interpreted as
an intrusion of the tenor, which illustrates the clear influence on Ezekiel of Lev
26 : 33 : “And you I will scatter among the nations, and I will unsheathe the sword
against you” (brx Mkirxa itqirho Miogb hrza Mktao).
Leviticus 26 : 27–39 describes the consequences of destruction, and includes
famine (vv. 27–29, and already in v. 26), destruction of cultic places and cities (vv. 30–31), desolated land (vv. 30–32), and dispersion (v. 33). Verses 36–39
adds that even this dislocation does not bring peace to the deportees, but further fear and death :

.Mkibia Cra Mkta hlkao ,Miogb Mtdbao .Mkibia inpl hmoqt Mkl hiht alo
133 Mkibia tcrab Mnoeb oqmi Mkb Mirawnho
129 Compare to Ezek 14 : 12–23 which divides the judgment into four terrible punishments ( tebra
Mierh ijpw): sword, famine, wild beast, and pestilence.
130 Although hrz does not occur in Isa 28 : 24–25, Ciph and qrz, verbs in the semantic field of sowing, appear in the detailed description : “Does he not rather broadcast black cumin, and scatter
cumin, or set wheat in a row, barley in a strip, and emmer in a patch ?” ( Mwo ,qrzi Nomko xcq Cipho
otlbg tmsko Nmsn hrewo hrow hjx).
131 This agricultural imagery elucidates the calamity of Israel in Jer 15 : 7, or the fate of Israel’s enemies (Isa 41 : 14–16 ; and see the realistic description in Ruth 3 : 2). See also Jer 13 : 24.
132 brx qirh with God as agent appears also in Ezek 12 : 14 ; tinx qirh “spear” in Ps 35 : 3 ; with human
agents in Ezek 28 : 7 ; 30 : 11 ; as also Exod 15 : 9. Compare qir, KBL3, 1228. The sword as additional
means to annihilate the deportees appears also in Jer 9 : 15 and Amos 9 : 4.
133 Mnoeb oqmi in Lev 26 : 39 according to Milgrom comes from qqm and means “rot” as in Isa 34 : 4 ;
Zech 14 : 12 ; Ps 38 : 6 ; and in Rabbinic Hebrew. This negative prospect of suffering in exile occurs
in Ezek 4 : 17 ; 24 : 23 (Leviticus 24–27, 2326–27).
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You shall not be able to stand your ground before your enemies, (38) but
shall perish among the nations ; and the land of your enemies shall consume you. (39) Those of you who survive shall rot over their iniquity in
the land of your enemies.
The allusions to Leviticus 26 have led scholars to point further similarities
between Ezek 5 : 3–4 and the remnant concept in Lev 26 : 40–45.134 According to
the Holiness Code’s concept, a remnant of the deportees from their places in
exile will repent and restore the relationship with God. Corresponding to this
concept, Ezek 5 : 3–4 is said to foresee hope in the few who will survive the exile.135 Yet, this interpretation cannot be accepted. The sign-act in Ezek 5 : 3 presents the preservation of a small amount of hair to be treasured in the prophet’s
skirt, and thus raises the expectation of salvation. But although hope was given
to that remnant at first, v. 4 excludes every optimistic prospect. The prophet is
commanded to throw some of them (the hair) to the fire, which will inflame the
whole House of Israel. Hence, those few scattered survivors from Jerusalem will
become dangerous to the whole House of Israel, that is, the already resettled
Judean community in exile. This calamitous perspective gains further strength
from its place in the context. First, in the sign-act itself, the three thirds constitute a whole and the consuming fire does not leave room for survivors. Second,
the verbal interpretation in 5 : 5–17 follows the division into three and repeats the
scattering to the wind and the unsheathed sword (v. 12), but never mentions any
remnant of survivors from Jerusalem (vv. 13–17). Hence, 5 : 3–4 do not suggest
an optimistic viewpoint on a Jerusalemite remnant in exile. On the contrary,
these verses close the sign-acts with additional intensification of the forecast
of Jerusalem’s total annihilation.
These dramatic sign-acts describing Jerusalem from siege to fall, were expanded
with a salient comment concerning the Exiles.136 Passage 4 : 9–17 presents a signact focused on rationed food and drink under siege in Jerusalem (vv. 9–11),
which is verbally interpreted in vv. 16–17.137 In between the sign-act and its interpretation intrudes a passage which focuses on eating defiled bread among
the nations (vv. 12–15).138
This expansion (vv. 12–15) does not accord the surrounding sign-acts. First,
134 For the clear allusions of Ezekiel 4–5 to Leviticus 26, see Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 109 ; Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 194 ; and Milgrom, Leviticus 23–27, 2348–52.
135 So Friebel. Sign-Acts, 241–42 ; Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 194–95 ; and Greenberg, while accepting that
the verses prophesy calamity, based on Mhm still talks about preservation of a remnant which will
continue to suffer persecution in Exiles (Ezekiel 1–20, 108–9 and 126).
136 See note 125 above.
137 4 : 9–11 continues the situation of siege, as they apply to circumstances where the prophet still lies on
his side for three hundred and ninety days (v. 9b and see v. 5). Compare Friebel, Sign-Acts, 224–26.
138 See Friebel, Sign-Acts, 199–200.
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it does not continue the line of rationed food supplies during siege, but rather
introduces a different issue altogether. Second, it clearly has no relevance to
Jerusalem, and does not contribute to the logical development in the sign-acts
referring to its siege and calamity. Rather, the dialogue starts with a command to
eat a “barley cake” (Mirew tge) baked over human excrement (Mdah tac illgb,
v. 12). This is explained as a symbol to the unclean (amj) bread the Exiles will eat
among the peoples (v. 13). The prophet arises to protest, claiming he has never
been defiled (v. 14). Since Ezekiel has already been at least five years in exile, this
comment is of particular interest. In addition, Ezekiel does not restrict himself
to bread, and talks of eating meat.139 In reply God changes the human excrement to cow’s dung (rqbh ieipc), over which the prophet is then allowed to prepare his bread (Mhile Kmxl ta tiweo, v. 15). The dialogue which starts with clear
denigration of exilic circumstances, reaches through Ezekiel’s protest a point
of compromise.140 This divine concession is of paramount importance for the
ongoing daily life of the Exiles as the people of God, since it contrasts the accepted concept of exile known, for instance, from Hos 9 : 3, and replaces it with a
divine approval.141 Yet, in its present context, this message is almost implicit, as
vv. 16–17 change the geographic setting again, and return to Jerusalem. The city
is doomed to suffer famine — lack of bread and water, to continue to be reduced
until the inhabitants suffer its total absence, and starve death, “they shall stare at
each other, heartsick over their iniquity” (Mnoeb oqmno oixao wia omwno, v. 17).142
To conclude, in a fairly pessimistic perspective, chapters 4–5 perceive both
the siege over Jerusalem and the exile as long term punishments justified by
the people’s sins.143 Jerusalem’s misery is beyond encouragement, the siege will
end in famine and in total death of its inhabitants in the city or on its surroundings. In the sequence iniquity-destruction-exile and restoration, Jerusalem
139 Friebel explains the jump from eating a barley cake baked on human excrement to eating
unclean meat of hprjo hlbn as an analogical expansion of “derived uncleaness” and not as inherent (Sign-Acts, 249).
140 Zimmerli raises the question whether v. 15 should be understood as part of the general declarations of the sign-acts or only as a personal concession, and indeed takes the former option (Ezekiel 1, 171). Amazingly, the positive compromise and the general comforting message it holds for
the Exiles was overlooked by scholars, who in interpreting this sign-act did not refer to the significant point that Ezekiel, while being in exile, confesses for not ever eating defiled food. It seems
that 4 : 12–15 should add to other examples of adaptation to living in exile (diaspora) which Joyce
has pointed out (“Dislocation and Adaptation,” 56–58).
141 The concept that the exilic arena includes eating defiled food is reflected also in Dan 1 : 8 ; in addition to general references to foreign lands as defiled in Josh 22 : 19 ; Amos 7 : 17.
142 Translation by Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 99.
143 This general statement is not to cover over the interpretive difficulties in the phrase Noe awn and
the years 390 and 40 for the House of Israel and that of Judah respectively. For Noe awn, see Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 164 ; and for differentiating the meaning of iniquity and punishment between Israel and Judah, see Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 105 ; Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 176–79.
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according to Ezekiel 4–5 is to suffer immensely through its destruction, and the
minor survivors that will be dispersed to the wind will suffer further calamity.
Exile, thus, still means annihilation to this community. In contrast, 4 : 12–15 establishes the prophet as mediator between God and the Exiles’ community to
which Ezekiel belongs, that is, the Jehoiachin Exiles, to find a solution that will
normalize life for them away from God’s land.
This differentiation of fates, shown through the juxtaposed and implicitly reversed sign-acts, suggests that Ezekiel (or his tradents) further interprets Leviticus 26. The prophet (or his tradents) seems to be aware of the juxtaposition
of Lev 26 : 33–39 and vv. 40–45.144 Despite the contextual proximity of the two
different fortunes foreseen to the expelled, Ezekiel distinguishes them sociologically, and thus differentiates between two modes of existence in exile. The
first declines to annihilation (vv. 33–39), which in the prophet’s view concerns
Those Who Remained in Jerusalem till its destruction in 586 B.c.e. The second
promises resettlement and restoration of life in exile (vv. 40–45), accompanied
by the necessary practical and ideological changes that the prophet helps to
phrase. Hence, the traditional sequence iniquity-destruction-exile and finally
restoration is not automatically applied. Just as exile can mean annihilation for
Those Who Remained, it can signify continuation and restoration to the Jehoiachin Exiles.145
Looking at these chapters from the perspective of the internal conflict between the communities illuminates yet a further rhetorical technique that
Ezekiel uses time and again in chapters 1–24 of intertwining and juxtaposing
prophecies against Jerusalem with comments or complete passages of hope to
the Exiles.146
Iniquity-Destruction-Exile, yet Exclusion. In contrast to Ezekiel’s tendency to
negate the existence, beyond 586 B.c.e., of Those Who Remained in Jerusalem,
144 Milgrom has shown that in parallel to the five units of blessings in 26 : 3–13, vv. 27–39 close a five
unit pattern of curses ordered in increasing severity (Leviticus 23–27, 2287–90, 2304); This literary argument leads up to the thematic change in vv. 40–45, with the Exiles’ confession of sins, and
God’s response in promises of restoration. Hence, form and content establish the secondary appendix nature of these verses of consolation (Leviticus 23–27, 2329–30). Furthermore, Milgrom has
convincingly argued that Ezekiel knew MT Lev 26 : 3–39.
145 Ezek 22 : 13–16, which prophesies exile for the Jerusalemites, is considered a secondary addition
by the prophet or his school (Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 455, 459). Another argument for its secondary
character is the prospect of exile to Jerusalem, and not annihilation within, as in Ezek 5: 1–17 ; 16 :
1–43. Yet, it still accords Ezekiel’s perspective, which sees further calamity in exile, and certainly
does not accept the 586 Exiles to the previous community.
146 Other examples are the editing of chapters 8–11, and specifically the two disputations in 11 : 1–13
versus 14–21 ; and also 6 : 1–7, 11–14 and the intertwining of vv. 8–10 referring to hope in a remnant in exile.
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the prophet does present several prophecies in which survivors from Jerusalem
reach the community in Babylon. Ezek 12 : 15–16 and 14 : 21–23 give a didactic
mission to those survivors from Jerusalem, which are designated as a minor
number of people (rpsm iwna, 12 : 6) or survivors of sons and daughters (hjlp
tonbo Minb Miacomh, 14 : 22). In the first passage they are to tell their abominations
in the nations (12 : 16). The second configures the refugees as object-lessons for
the Exiles, such that the account of the survivors’ ways and deeds will console
them, showing them that the survivors have been properly and justifiably punished (14 : 22–23).147
Although in opposition to Ezekiel’s prophecies for Jerusalem’s total annihilation, these two prophecies uphold the Jehoiachin Exiles’ superiority. Even after 586 B.c.e. and in the setting of exile, the Jerusalemite survivors are clearly
marked and denigrated as the continuous reminder of Jerusalem’s iniquities.
These passages indicate the enduring hostility and certainly the patronistic view
of the Exiles, accentuating the distinctions in prestige and rank between the
Judean communities (as presented above in Ezek 11 : 14–21 ; 33 : 23–29 etc).
Contemplating this perspective to the sequence iniquity-destruction-exile
and restoration, this line of thought recognizes the existence of survivors from
Jerusalem in Babylon after 586, but does not legitimate their integration into the
community of the Jehoiachin Exiles. This remarkable sectarian attitude exemplifies the severity of the conflict between the two Judean communities. In Ezekiel’s
evaluation of exile, the linear sequence applies only to Jerusalem. Being in exile prior to Jerusalem’s destruction, the 597 B.c.e. Exiles are not counted among
the community that will suffer destruction, expulsion and further death. Thus
Ezekiel transfers the focus of his audience of fellow-Exiles from Jerusalem to
their own community in exile. Restoration is confined to the Jehoiachin Exiles
(as explicit in Ezek 11 : 14–21 ; 20 : 1–38).
the desolated land of judah
One repeated component in Ezekiel’s prophecies of judgment against Jerusalem
is the portrait of the damage executed on the ecological substance of the land,
which adds to the fatal blows aimed at the population of Judah. Ezekiel prophesies that the land will become empty of man and beast (hmhbo Mda hnmm itrkho,
14 : 13, 17, 19). The destruction of the urban and the agricultural life will bring wild
beasts to occupy the ruins and thus hasten its desolation (rboe ilbm hmmw htiho
hixh inpm “and it became a desolation with none passing through it because of
the beasts,” v. 15). Desertion and desolation in both rural and peripheral areas
is the projection with which Ezekiel concludes several of his prophecies against
Jerusalem and the land of Israel (Ezek 6 : 14 ; 12 : 19–20 ; 15 : 8 ; 21 : 1–5 ; 33 : 28–29 ; as
also 38 : 8).
147 So Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 312–13 ; Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 451.
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This description further influences Ezekiel in illustrating restoration in the
land. The empty desolate mountains of Israel will revive in preparation for accepting the gathered Exiles, who are called “My people Israel” ( larwi ime, 36 : 5–
12). No mention at all is made to an existence of Those Who Remained in the
land throughout the exile. The annihilation of man, beast and the land itself designates a definite and total end to one era, and prepares the ground for the restoration of the Exiles in the days to come.148 These prophecies exemplify the extreme degree of Ezekiel’s transfer of exclusive significance to the community in
exile. The prophet not only excludes the Jerusalemite community, but further
intensifies this exclusion through the emphasis on the uninhabited desolation
of that land.
The theme of the empty land, which has its origin in descriptions of total destruction brought by God / the gods in biblical and Mesopotamian sources alike,
is utilized in Ezekiel’s message as a rhetorical argument in the disputation between the communities.149 Without further delving into the scholarly debate over
the theme of the empty land in the exilic and post-exilic literatures, suffice it to
say that Ezekiel can be identified as one of the first advocates of this ideology,
already by the very early years of the sixth century.150
juxtaposition of the contrasting fates
The socio-ideological transfer from Jerusalem to Babylon is implicitly illustrated
also by using the literary technique of juxtaposition in several prophecies in
chapters 1–24. As presented above, Ezekiel 11 (or even 8–11 as a whole) with its
two disputations is one example, another is Ezekiel 24 which ends the first part
of the book.151 After the horrific judgment on “the city of blood” in 24 : 1–14, the
148 Transformation in the ecological state of the land from destruction to restoration appears also
in Jer 32 : 42–44 ; 33 : 10–11, 12–13.
149 Desolation of the landscape functions as a common motif in biblical descriptions of destructions.
See for instance Ezekiel’s prophecies against the nations (Ezek 25 : 5, 13 ; 35 : 3–4, 7–9), and regularly in Jeremiah’s prophecies of judgment against Israel and the nations (as in Jer 9 : 9–11 ; 51 : 26,
62); as well as in Lamentations (Lam 1 : 7 ; 2 : 15, 16 ; 5 : 18). This motif is well attested in the lists of
curses in neo-Assyrian political treaties (compare Hillers, Treaty Curses), and in the Mesopotamian lament literature over the destruction of cities and temples, compare F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp,
Weep, O Daughter of Zion : A Study of the City-Lament Genre in the Hebrew Bible, BibOr 44 (Rome :
Editrica Pontificio Instituto Biblico, 1993) 66–72 ; P. Michalowski, The Lamentation over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1989) lines 300–330.
150 Ezekiel’s polemical use of this motif in this conflict stands against R. P. Carroll’s late date for the
ideological contention he finds over the theme of the empty land, compare “The Myth of the
Empty Land,” Semeia 59 (1992) 79–93 ; and H. M. Barstad, The Myth of the Empty Land : A Study
in the History and Archaeology of Judah During the “Exilic” Period, SO Fasc. Suppl. XXVIII (Oslo :
Scandinavian Univ. Press, 1996).
151 Juxtapositions or intertwining of passages with the same intention occur further in 6 : 1–7, 11–14
and the intertwining of vv. 8–10 referring to hope in a remnant in exile ; 4 : 12–15 in the sign-acts
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prophet’s clear differentiation between the communities reaches its apex, in
the most painful sign-act the prophet is commanded to take, Ezek 24 : 15–27.152
The prohibition to mourn his wife, the delight of his eyes, and Ezekiel’s exact
implementation of that command, establish Ezekiel as a portent for the Exiles
(tpoml Mkl laqzxi hiho, vv. 24 and 27). The delight of their eyes and the desire
of their hearts is God’s Temple in Jerusalem, their pride and glory (Mkze Noag,
v. 21). The Exiles are not to mourn its physical destruction, nor the death of sons
and daughters in Jerusalem (v. 25 ; compare 14 : 21–23). The prohibition against
mourning the homeland community designates the Exiles’ final separation of
the Jerusalem community, as Margaret Odell says in characterizing mourning :153
. . . the act of mourning appears to have little to do with the expression of grief ;
rather, it is concerned with establishing and severing ties between the
living and the dead. Prohibitions against mourning reflect an attempt to
dissociate from the deceased.
Indeed, this passage completes the prophecies of judgment in Ezekiel with the
clearest message regarding Jerusalem’s death versus the ongoing life of the Exiles. They, the Jehoiachin Exiles, are the living remnant of the people of God,
and none other.
Ezekiel’s negative attitude towards Jerusalem is further accentuated by the
disappearance of Jerusalem from the prophets’ future message of consolation.
Jerusalem is not mentioned in the second unit of the book, chapters 25 and on,154
and restoration is restricted on the one hand to the scattered people (chapters
34 ; 36–37) and on the other to the desolated mountains of Israel which will
revitalize with the return of the people of God (36 : 1–15).

Summary and Conclusion
To close this discussion, reference should be made to the factors that may
have motivated Ezekiel to establish this binary relationship between the two
of chapters 4–5 which focus on Jerusalem from siege to fall, and not on exile. Kasher suggests
this same juxtaposition in 33 : 23–29 and vv. 30–33 (Ezekiel 25–48, 641).
152 D. Block emphasized the anti-Jereusalemite perspective of 24: 1–14, suggesting it is an “unannounced disputation address” in which Ezekiel refutes the Jerusalemites’ sense of superiority
based on the fact that they remained in the inviolable city (“Ezekiel’s Boiling Cauldron : A FormCritical Solution to Ezekiel XXIV 1–14,” VT 41 (1991) 12–37 ; as also in his commentary : Ezekiel 1–
24, 769–83, followed by a discussion of 24 : 15–27, there pp. 785–94).
153 M. S. Odell, “Genre and Persona in Ezekiel 24 : 15–24,” The Book of Ezekiel : Theological and Anthropological Perspectives, eds. M. S. Odell and J. T. Strong, SBLSymS 9 (Atlanta : SBL, 2000) 195–220,
quotation from 201. Compare to Block who suggested that the refrain from mourning designates
the Exiles’ recognition of “the dawn of a new age” (Ezekiel 1–24, 794).
154 One exception is Ezek 36 : 38 where the memory of Jerusalem’s past is mentioned.
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Judahite sister-communities, which were forcibly separated by the Babylonian
policy of exile in 597 B.c.e.
Ezekiel’s intensive reference to Jerusalem and its fate is, first of all, a response
to his immediate audience in exile. During the first years of dislocation before
the city’s destruction, the Exiles express interest and concern regarding their
homeland, the city of God, the Temple, and the fortunes of their fellow Judahites
(as can be gathered for instance from Ezek 24 : 15–27 ; and see also Psalm 137). The
prophet in reply builds the ideological separation between the communities.
In addition, the severe prophecies of judgment against Jerusalem hold a central position in Ezekiel’s theology. The prophet justifies God in His measures
against Jerusalem, declaring that the city’s punishments accord her sins. Thus,
theodicial arguments motivate Jerusalem’s condemnation.
Beyond all that, I believe, Ezekiel understands the ideological demand to redefine the religious-national identity of the Exiles. The prophet had to reconcile
well-known and cherished Pentateuchal conceptions of land and exile with the
partial exile which took place eleven years prior to the destruction of Jerusalem.
If Deuteronomic and Priestly traditional concepts had remained unaltered, the
historical circumstances would have endangered the existence of the Jehoiachin
Exiles. As the inhabitants of Jerusalem had claimed, the Exiles could have been
doomed to annihilation (Ezek 11 : 15 ; 33 : 24 as also Jer 22 : 24–30).
From the disadvantageous situation of expulsion, Ezekiel arises with a competing agenda, through which he builds a distinct identity for the Jehoiachin
Exiles as the exclusive community of the people of God. By establishing legitimating arguments in support of his fellow Exiles and de-legitimating arguments against Those Who Remained in Jerusalem, Ezekiel constitutes an exilic
ideology which enables continuity of national existence in exile and promises
restoration to the Exiles.
Ezekiel’s main strategy of division is his reliance on past historical and legal
traditions from the Pentateuch, which are presumably known to his fellow Exiles. Ezekiel sets his arguments on solid ground, as he presents innovative perspectives which are all rooted in Israel’s past. This explains his immediate influence on his contemporaries, and his ongoing impact on the exilic community, as this may be seen in the prophecy and historiographic literature of the
late sixth and fifth centuries B.c.e.
To summarize Ezekiel’s major contribution for generations that followed, I will
highlight the arguments that comprise Ezekiel’s concept of exile and his observations on the exclusive status of the exilic community.
Past Traditions. Legitimation of the Exiles rests on the Exodus traditions
concerning God’s constitution of covenant relationship with His people in
Egypt, away from the land of Israel. The exilic arena is in fact an advantageous
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context for future restoration of the covenant (Ezek 20 : 1–38). This in turn
accounts for the centrality of the Exodus traditions in the exilic literature, for
instance in Deutero-Isaiah.
De-legitimation of Those Who Remained is based upon equating them
with the “People of the Land” alluded to in the Settlement traditions and invoking the general legal demands to keep away from the Canaanite peoples. Ezekiel dwells on Those Who Remained’s supposed ongoing adherence to despised
local abominations (Ezek 16 : 1–43), to suggest that their existence in the land of
Israel will end in expulsion and annihilation, in accordance with the conception of the Holiness Code (Lev 18 : 24–30 and 20 : 22–24). This tactic of categorizing Those Who Remained as of foreign (Canaanite) origin appears in EzraNehemiah’s denigrations of the local community in Yehud.
Present status. Ezekiel differentiates between the communities with respect to
their religious and moral qualities in various ways. The Jerusalem community
trespasses capital offenses, both religious and moral, which determine their doom,
total calamity, according to both Deuteronomic and Priestly / Holiness Code’s
legal traditions. At the same time, concentrating on Jerusalem’s offenses alleviates the burden from the Exiles. Since Ezekiel does not consider the Exiles obedient or virtuous, Jerusalem’s present sins serve as a warning for the Exiles (14 : 1–
11 and implicitly, Ezek 18 : 1–20). By comparison with the community in Jerusalem,
the Exiles enjoy higher prestige. As a community they are certainly not doomed
to annihilation (14 : 11).
Future Prospects. Passages of hope within chapters 1–24, as well as the prophecies of consolation (chapters 34–37), express the legitimation of the Exiles as the
future restored community. The God-people relationship will resume in exile
(20 : 32–38). God’s dynamic presence will constantly escort the Exiles (11 : 16). In
the future restoration God will gather them again into the land of Israel, their
land (11 : 17), and transform their hearts to promise eternal obedience (11 : 18 ; 36 :
26–27). The covenant formula which constituted the covenant relationship between God and the Sons of Israel (Lev 26 : 11 ; Deut 26 : 17), will apply to this community of Exiles (11 : 20 ; 36 : 28 ; and 34 : 30).
The prospects of the Exiles’ restoration in the land correspond to several prophecies of judgment against Jerusalem and Judah, in the description of the desolation of cities and land (as in 6 : 11–14). Hence, the idea that the land lays barren and awaits the returnees is already part of Ezekiel’s message to his community of Exiles (36 : 4–15).
In opposition, de-legitimation of Those Who Remained in Jerusalem brings
Ezekiel to adapt the linear sequence of iniquity-destruction-exile and restoration in the concept of exile as presented in the Pentateuchal legal codices. But
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Ezekiel either cuts the sequence, perceiving the Jerusalemites’ catastrophe as
involving neither exile, nor survivors (as in 5 : 1–17); or treats refugees from Jerusalem as further doomed to complete annihilation (5 : 1–4). In any case, survivors
of the 586 destruction will not join the Exiles in Babylon (12 : 15–16 ; 14 : 21–23).
Hence, Ezekiel holds to his separatist exclusive perspectives against Jerusalem
both before its destruction and in the aftermath of the disaster. No reconciliation is offered to those few refugees of the past sister community.
Ezekiel’s sociological identification with the Jehoiachin Exiles has brought the
prophet to set clear ideological distinctions between the two Judahite communities. With his rhetorical skills and his innovative adaptations of Pentateuchal
traditions to accommodate the complicated reality of his time, Ezekiel has established himself as the first major speaker for the Exiles in Babylon.
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